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This dissertation is a collection of poems preceded by a critical preface. The preface 

considers Anthony’s Hecht’s long poem, “The Venetian Vespers,” and the ways in which the 

temporally unsettled situation of the poem’s speaker parallels a problem facing narrative-

meditative poets. The preface is divided into two main sections that explore divisions of this 

larger conflict. The first discusses the origins and effects of the speaker’s uprootedness in time, 

and the ways in which he tries to both combat and embrace this dislocation by temporarily losing 

himself in the immediacy of observing visual art. In this section I connect the dilemma of the 

speaker, who wishes to escape his memory by focusing outwards, to the dilemma of a 

representational poet who, despite his position towards the past, must necessarily confront or 

recollect memories and emotions in order to create authentic descriptions or characters. The 

second section focuses on the production and appreciation of artistic works (both visual and 

literary) and how the meaning, production and appreciation of beauty are inseparable from its 

existence within the physical limits of time. Here I discuss the significance of Hecht’s character 

who is surrounded with beauty yet describes himself as a person who only observes and does not 

create anything. Through this character, I argue that Hecht reveals a fundamental conflict that 

exists between artistic creation and chronological time, and that his poem embodies a particular 

and paradoxical view of beauty that resonates deeply with the motivations and struggles of 

writing poems. 
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PART I 

“INTO THE BLESSED STASIS OF A PAINTING”: SEEKING THE PRESENT TENSE IN 

“VENETIAN VESPERS”
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Introduction 

 

“What’s merciful,” Hecht’s speaker begins, “is not knowing where you are, / what time it 

is, / even your name or age” (1-2).  While the title, “Venetian Vespers,” so clearly locates the 

poem in a specific place and at a particular time of day, the speaker immediately expresses a 

desire to remove himself from all signs of belonging to the physical, time-governed world. The 

irony that Hecht establishes in the contradiction between the title and first lines is one that 

prevails throughout the entire poem: the speaker wishes to lose his historical, material self in the 

visual features of his geographical location, yet his intense focus on the details of Venice only 

serves to highlight the city’s physical impermanence, its vulnerability to decay. The speaker 

desires utter communion with the present sensory world in order that he may escape himself and 

his past, yet no matter how fully he immerses himself in the sensory richness of Venice, 

uncontrollably and without fail, he attaches these outer stimuli to referents that exist within his 

memory and within the reach of time. This fundamental conflict between location and 

dislocation, between past and present consciousness, reflects on a dilemma facing poets as well. 

Like the speaker, a narrative-meditative poet, such as Hecht, allows for a similar loss of self in 

writing a poem that inhabits the world and psyche of an invented character. Here, the act of 

creative concentration itself––of rendering a story, character or emotion as convincingly as 

possible––can similarly cause this self-dissolving phenomenon. However, in order to depict an 

emotion with authenticity, this type of poet must first identify the given emotion within himself, 

in his own memory or imagination, and then connect it for the reader to the physical world 

through vivid description and devices such as metaphor and simile. While he might wish in some 

ways to escape his own memory, a poet of this kind simultaneously preserves it in the poem 
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itself––a crystallized written work, that, like a memorial, attempts to outlast the diminishments of 

time. In the very act of writing, he has intricately and necessarily attached himself and his poem 

to the very chronological, physical world that he wishes to escape––that decays his present 

experience. 

Although time and self are escapable (at least temporarily) when one is creating a 

representational visual work such as a painting, the same escape is not possible in 

representational writing. In The Future of Nostalgia, Svetlana Boym investigates the origin and 

contemporary situation of nostalgia, discussing how this state is manifest in many émigré 

citizens, including certain writers. Boym defines the condition as a type of exile that resembles 

homesickness, as a desire to go back to a place in time that no longer exists or can no longer be 

accessed (13, 44, 50). In her early description of the term, she explains, “Kant thought that space 

was the form of our outer experience, and time the form of inner experience” (9). Visual artists 

and art observers are primarily immersed in that “outer” dimension of space, in looking; writers, 

however, must always measure the outer, visual and spatial dimension against the inner, 

temporal one; they must even mark time in the chronological reading sequence and interpretive 

order of the composition itself. Even the poem’s meter seems to drive both reader and poet 

forward, marking time in every foot, sonically propelling the words and sentences towards their 

conclusion. For a poet like Hecht, the physical, outside image must always have an internal, 

psychological referent. Therefore a visual phenomenon such as the  “jasper light” in the 

beginning of “Vespers” must inevitably connect to “a dying fall” within the speaker’s mind (12, 

15), and so there is no escape from time, from the internal, time-measured world into the outer 

freezable one. While this type of poet may lose himself in the concentration of writing a poem, 

the process demands having a constant awareness of what was and what is; it requires that he 
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confront that which lurks in the past or nebulous mind haze and has not yet been dug out or 

articulated.  

Hecht’s speaker resembles a poet in some ways––awake at odd hours, prowling the 

evening light of the city and inhabiting the in-between world of the present and past, of the 

internal and external world. He lives as an exile, a sort of flaneur, not at home in either place and 

unable to lodge himself in the present, in the frescoes and piazzas, the stink and “underworld” of 

Venice’s sensory richness, in the conflicting realities of immortal “high art” and inevitable 

human decay (222, 804). No matter what meandering trail of thought he launches into, the 

speaker nearly always arrives at something unpleasant and painful in memory. While the speaker 

longs to be lost in “the blessed stasis of a painting” (754)––in the immediacy and abandon of 

Auden’s “imaginative awe” (“Dyer’s Hand” 60)––he finds that this intense, momentary being 

cannot last within the confines of chronological, earthly time. The speaker demonstrates artistic 

sensibilities, and while he claims not to have “authored” anything or anyone, he consistently 

seeks and attempts to describe what is beautiful. The contradiction he faces when encountering 

beauty, however, is that like the city of Venice itself, and like his own mindscape, it cannot exist 

purely and cleanly within the limitations of time. Just as the speaker and city embody the conflict 

inherent in beauty, so does the craft of poetry itself, whose language seeks to join the inner, 

temporal dimension with the outer, spatial one (Boym 9). Because he must draw from both 

realms of experience, from both the inner emotional and outer physical worlds, this type of poet 

must inhabit the boundaries of each, an exile from the past and present.  
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Displacement in Time 

 

For Wordsworth in the Prelude, the poet’s momentary reveries, his famous “spots of 

time” (12. 208), are enriching, “renovating” moments of deeply felt connection to the world and 

of increased understanding of the past and of his imagination (12.210). In “Vespers,” however, 

as in others of Hecht’s poems, similar moments of meditation and connection with the past are 

more like instances of disconnection, experiences of great upset and disruption from the present 

into some bleak landscape of the self or the past. Hecht’s meditative, poetic journeys in 

“Vespers” and elsewhere seem prefigured to arrive at an awareness that brings pain rather than 

comfort, separation instead of reunification. The imaginative withdrawal that for the Romantic 

poet brought “composure, and ennobling harmony” in the midst of chaos (7. 771)––a sense of re-

acquaintance with a fuller, more unified self and past––bring to the contemporary poet only a 

greater unsettledness, a greater disconnect with the present and present self, a greater distrust of 

the past. While both geography and chronological time are in part responsible for this shift, so 

too is a distinct difference in the character of the imagination. Both Hecht’s speaker in “Vespers” 

and Wordsworth in “Book VII” find themselves in confusing, urban landscapes, but the way that 

they deal with their present physical situation is opposite.  While Wordsworth desires escape 

from the present chaos of the city, from “the press / of self-destroying, transitory things” (770), it 

is this very commotion and busyness, this splendor of images and bodies that Hecht’s speaker in 

Venice wishes to immerse himself in. Wordsworth finds refuge in his imagination and its 

nourishing, pastoral landscapes, but for the speaker in “Vespers,” the imagination and the places 

it leads him to are terrifying, dark and uncertain. Repeatedly, his mediations arrive not at 

bubbling streams or green hills, but rather in a room “where someone had died” (35), so fixedly 
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are his thoughts anchored to the pain that he stores internally. Because the speaker has no 

nurturing bank of memories to draw from, and because those internal, experiential referents he 

has are so painful, he turns to the outer “spatial” world instead (Boym 9), the present he can trust 

to be purer, the place in which he desires to lose, rather than rediscover himself.      

The city’s environment lends itself to these self-seeking, self-escaping impulses as well. 

While the lot of any boundary-dweller––poet or expatriate––is certainly one of displacement, in 

the case of Hecht’s American, Venice-set speaker, this alienation becomes something that he 

seeks and desires. If there was any city in which one might seek, as he does, “the refuge of the 

present tense” (613), Venice, with its intricate Murano glass, crowded and narrow streets, 

bridges, waterways and monumental artistic works, would be it. Yet this setting is ideal for 

Hecht’s poem for an opposite reason than that which suits it to its main character. Just as it is a 

place rich in sensory and artistic stimuli, a place that could take the speaker out of his own head, 

so is it also a place that is saturated in history, a place that records time in its many overlapping, 

decaying forms.  

The particular trouble with this speaker attempting to seek home in the “present tense” of 

Venice (613), however, is that he does not and did not ever really have a home, as we discover 

throughout the poem. Because his parents were immigrants, and because he lost both his father 

and mother (his father twice really) at a young age, his has always been a situation of not fitting 

in, of not having a secure home. Mentally, too, he exhibits evidence of being unstable and having 

been cast out of the military for this condition as a “Section Eight” (749). Because of his 

“unsoundness” and his outcast identity, the speaker attempts to find refuge in the anonymity of 

the urban environment itself. Of the flaneur in Baudelaire and Poe’s work, Benjamin writes, 

“The crowd is not only the newest asylum of outlaws; it is also the latest narcotic for people who 
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have been abandoned. The flaneur is someone abandoned in the crowd” (“The Paris of the 

Second Empire” 85). In “Vespers,” it seems truly to be “asylum” that the speaker seeks. Rather 

than withdrawing into himself to find calm or escape, the asylum this man wants resides instead 

within the crowd. Instead of taking refuge in the calm of his imagination, his inner, temporal 

world (Boym 9), Hecht’s speaker, like a representational visual artist, seeks the outer, sensory 

world: the sights of Venice. However, just as the home where he began was unstable and 

corrupted (his family trying to fit in, his father betrayed and abandoned, his mother dead), so 

does this foreign setting, too, become corrupt. No matter what his physical location, and no 

matter how he immerses himself in that place, the speaker finds that he can never be truly safe 

from his imagination, or from what Hecht describes in another poem as “the endless repetitions 

of his own murmurous blood” (“A Letter” 30). There is no impermeable boundary between the 

physical outer world and the mental world, in which, as Keats writes, “but to think is to be full of 

sorrow” (“Ode to a Nightingale” 27). Just as the Romantic poet sought connection and blissful 

oblivion by joining the immediacy of the birdsong, so does the speaker of “Vespers” wish to 

dissolve into the evening city sights. This union with the world, however, is just as elusive as it 

has always been, and the speaker ultimately fails to attach himself to the external beauty he 

witnesses. Because of this failure, he is forced to travel alone, flaneur-like along the margins of 

the present world and that of memory, at the mercy of the frightening and uncertain paths of his 

imagination.  

Just as a poet might choose his opening image or first line, or a painter his first stroke or 

framing composition––throughout the poem, Hecht’s speaker repetitively poses the question, 

“Where to begin?” (10), and in doing so attempts to exert aesthetic control over his memorial-

bent imagination by consciously choosing, or appearing to choose, his starting points 
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(Wordsworth describes a similar imaginative process in “Book I” of the Prelude). Rather than 

showcasing the speaker’s creative powers, however, for the reader, these false starts reveal 

instead his distinct lack of agency over his imagination. In order to escape his past-anchored, 

uncontrollable thoughts, the speaker embarks on a journey through the more palatable world of 

associative, visually rooted musing––a device he uses to attempt to dislocate himself in time and 

place and join the present world around him. While poetic inspiration might originate in “a 

heaven of golden serifs” (480), as Hecht’s speaker begins the fourth section of the poem, the 

poetic process itself, like the speaker’s “half-hidden” migratory journeys (5), often leads the 

writer far away from where he started, perhaps to an uncomfortable or painful place or memory 

that he has no choice but to explore once having been led there.  

The sudden interruption of pain or darkness in the imagination is something that is 

enacted by many of Hecht’s other poems as well. In “A Hill,” for example, the speaker, lost in 

the “fine particulars” of the Italian marketplace, is suddenly transported out of the present into a 

dark, bleak landscape of memory (“Vespers” 617). Not wholly unlike the circumstances that 

prove to be memory jogging for the character in “Vespers,” the sensory overload the speaker 

experiences in the crowded street in “A Hill” seems to be what prompts the flashback. Similarly, 

in “Still Life,” the speaker’s meditation on the landscape brings him to an utterly separate, 

landscape containing a dark, buried memory of the Second World War. While this “descriptive-

meditative” process mirrors that which Abrams ascribed to a certain type of Romantic poem 

(“Structure and Style” 76-77), the meditation for Hecht is consistently disturbing rather than 

nurturing. Each of these description-triggered interruptions serves as a harsh rift for the speaker, 

an experience that seizes him from the concentration or joy of the present moment and launches 

him backward into something unsettling in memory that he might rather forget. Because 
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confronting the problem in the past provides no resolution, the conflict remains unsettled, 

therefore so does Hecht’s speaker. 

 While we do not necessarily know the precise root of the speaker’s present unrest and 

mental “unsoundness” in “Vespers” (749), Hecht provides many allusions to the character’s 

childhood and upbringing that suggest acute loss and shame. Though the speaker repetitively 

poses the question of imaginative starting points (10, 480), he proves that however carefully one 

may choose the opening question or image of a poem, where the association takes the author’s 

imagination from there is not entirely within his control or expectations. While this often 

generates some of the best and most exciting poetic works, it can also force the writer, as in the 

other Hecht examples, to confront or revisit emotions that he had tried to seal off from his 

present experience. What is so interesting about the first time the speaker poses this question of 

beginning is that every one of the beginnings he proposes is an unpleasant, even disturbing 

image. He suggests that he start 

With the white, wrinkled membrane, 

the disgusting skin that gathers on hot milk? 

Or narrow slabs of jasper light at sundown 

that fit themselves softly around the legs 

of chairs, and entertain a drift of motes, 

a tide of sadness, a dying fall? 

Or the glass jar, like a wet cell battery, 

full of electric coils and boiling resins […] (10-17) 

Each of the images the speaker suggests as jumping off points here are unpleasant and sad, and 

he makes it clear that these are the choices he has––those he is able or willing to come up with. 
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In his perverse selection of inspirational images, Hecht reveals the speaker’s warped outlook, 

and the particular character and landscape of his imagination. He is unable to steer his attention 

away from the past, or to stop himself from arriving compulsively and repeatedly at that early, 

intense loss of his mother, suggested in the recurring memory of “the upstairs room where 

someone had died” (35). Yet in his drawn-out catalogue of “departure points” that continues 

across the first two pages of the poem (42), Hecht reveals something about his own imagination 

and writing process as well. When he moves on from the mother’s death in the upstairs room, he 

writes: 

   But, perhaps, best 

would be those first precocious hints of hell, 

those intuitions of living desolation 

that last a lifetime. These were never, for me, 

some desert place that humans had avoided 

in which I could get lost, to which I might 

in dreams condemn myself––a wilderness 

natural but alien and unpitying. 

They were instead derelict waste places 

abandoned by mankind as of no worth, 

frequented, if at all,  by the dispossessed, 

nocturnal shapes, the crippled and the shamed. 

Here, in the haywire weeds, concealed by wilds 

of goldenrod and toadflax, lies a spur […] (42-55) 
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In this passage, after having already listed the “disgusting skin” on hot milk and other unpleasant 

beginning images, Hecht’s speaker argues that what is “perhaps best” are “those first precocious 

hints of hell,” showing that perhaps only the darkest, bottommost allegory for humanity will 

suffice. When he moves on to describe the barren, “abandoned” places “frequented” only by 

“dispossessed,” “shamed” people and that could similarly serve as inspiration, Hecht reminds us 

of the decline of the speaker’s outlook and that of Venice itself. In this description he also calls 

to mind the scenes in many of his other poems: the bleak, uninhabited hillside that suddenly 

upsets the speaker from the present in “A Hill,” the desolate field that the speaker cannot 

dislodge himself from in “Auspices,” the numbing winter evocation of Rochester in “Sestina 

d’Inverno” or the German, war-time countryside in “Still Life.” When in “Vespers,” after 

describing these barren places, Hecht writes,  “Here, in the haywire weeds” (54), he immediately 

locates his speaker within that barren place at the moment of poetic creation. In doing so, for the 

reader, he also aligns himself in some way, as poet, with his speaker. In order to create this 

character, who, particularly at the moment of imaginative inception, dwells in abandoned places 

where it is “afternoon in autumn” (68) or in a row of “Victorian brick houses, / untenanted, 

presumably condemned” (70-71), the poet, too, must imaginatively visit and acquaint himself 

with those desolate, Hopper-esque scenes, and might similarly seek escape from them. For a 

Romantic poet like Wordsworth, the imagination was characterized by abundance and 

“ennobling harmony” (7.771), but with Hecht, we see how drastically his perception of the 

imagination differs. While he enacts similar Romantic meditative impulses in his poems, Hecht’s 

portraits of the imagination are much like the paintings of Hopper or Wyeth; they are 

characterized instead by absence––by distinct human abandonment. 
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As Hecht’s speaker discovers, because they exist in Kant’s outer, “spatial” realm (Boym 

9), visual images do not always require that the viewer consult with referents in the past in order 

to be observed and appreciated; nor does their creation, if its aim is to render the subject ad 

vivum, require this backwards type of journey.1 In the concentration of realist visual artistic 

creation, one’s mind turns fully outward, to the thing itself and to the hand’s rendering of the 

thing. Creating visual art of this kind can truly be an escape from the self, from the internal, 

time-governed world (Boym 9). This same concentration in poetry, however, requires the 

opposite movement, a movement from the outer world stimuli to its inner world of linguistic, 

memorial-temporal referents. Individually, words carry historical, etymological contexts that 

they cannot be divorced from, and in sentences, words and word meanings become chronological 

as syntax demands and drives them forward. Because of the historical weight of words and the 

inherent chronology of sentences, the poet will necessarily, in writing, dredge up for himself and 

for his reader certain associations with the passage of time and with the past itself. As language 

is the medium with which we understand each other and attempt to create understanding, in its 

use, a poet can be destined like Hecht’s speaker to forever seek an escape that is elusive and 

inherently unattainable through written arts. To “look,” however (“Vespers” 869), to project 

oneself outward into visual beauty, can be redemptive and momentarily self-nullifying, and it is 

this dissolution of the time-fettered self that the speaker, hopeful and ultimately unsuccessful, 

seeks. 

 While part of the lure of outsider living is self-escape (for expatriates a degree of 

anonymity and otherness, separation from one’s past and home; for poets a degree of separation 

from the actual past emotion or experience), Hecht’s speaker finds himself unable to fully shake 

                                                 
1 The phrase used here refers to the method of realist, Dutch painting that sought representations that were 
true to life, “‘from or after the life’” (Swan 10). 
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off the past he carries with him, even in this foreign setting. What is particularly interesting about 

this character, as mentioned previously, is that he did not have a secure home to begin with. His 

family members, immigrants from the “Old Country” (530), were struggling to secure their 

existence in America and were forced over time to become “homogenized and inconspicuous” 

(707). It was this pressure to assimilate and be accepted that led his uncle to forsake his father 

(who was left in a mental institution because people could not understand his language), and 

leave him for dead. The speaker’s mother then dies when he is six, leaving him parentless, so his 

very biological rooting is in many ways unstable and lost. Unable to mentally leave the 

unresolved plot lines of his familial past behind, he becomes much like a ghost who lingers due 

to unfinished business, unable to escape the horrors of his past experiences, as they rise up to 

color even his present-moment artistic imaginings and beginnings. 

 One of the possibilities of writing the speaker presents in the poem is its ability to revise 

and reinvent the past through imagined scenarios and characters or by the use of poetic or 

dramatic personae. While certain writers might manage to achieve what Hecht names a “fiction 

of kindliness” by reinventing themselves or their pasts in the present (452), his non-creative 

speaker is unable to do so. Remembering his experience in the war, the Venice wanderer recalls 

a certain corporal whose death he witnessed and who also had attempted to escape his modest, 

homeless origins by carrying with him what he treasured as literary proof of self-reinvention: a 

copy of Emily Post’s book of manners. Hecht writes of the soldier: 

Most brought with them some token of the past, 

some emblem of attachment or affection 

or coddled childhood––bibles and baby booties, 

harmonicas, love letters, photographs–– 
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but this was different. I discovered later 

that he had been brought up in an orphanage,  

so the book was his fiction of kindliness, 

a novel in which personages of wealth 

firmly secure domestic tranquility. (446-454) 

“Domestic tranquility” is something promoted in the constitutional fibers of American society, 

yet it is something that the immigrant-born speaker never experienced, and cannot reconstruct for 

himself in a written form. While he does not recreate himself by use of literary “tokens” or elitist 

etiquette guides, he has chosen to live in Italy and in Venice specifically––a city that is old, 

established, opulent in culture, history and art––a physical location that seems to be incorruptibly 

moored in place, and in both literary and chronological history. Venice, unlike the speaker’s 

home and immigrant origins, remains a place whose sanctity and identity cannot be questioned. 

Situating himself in this timeless city that preserves its rich and seemingly irreproachable history 

seems an attempt for the speaker to moor himself more securely in the present: in the place of 

great art that is lasting. 

 In a 1988 Paris Review interview with J.D. McClatchy, Hecht admits to a purposeful 

allusion in the poem that cuts to the very root of his speaker’s unrest and his desire to reside 

more comfortably and securely in the outside world, in the “refuge of the present tense” 

(“Vespers” 613). When asked about the underlying structures in his poems, the poet said that he 

had been pleased when a reader had picked up on “the ghostly paradigm of Hamlet behind 

“Vespers”” (“The Art of Poetry No. 40”). Not only are both characters’ uncles in some way 

responsible for the deaths of the fathers, but both characters also have scandal and concealment 

surrounding these disappearances, which leads to a degree of corruption and instability 
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surrounding their father figures. When, in describing his uncle, the speaker of “Vespers” says, 

“who, my blood tells me on its nightly rounds, / may perhaps be ‘a little more than kin’” (832-

833), he intimates that not only did he experience the upset of being orphaned at a young age and 

taken on by a relative, but also that this familial uprootedness might lead to further implications 

of betrayal that haunt him even in his blood on its “nightly rounds.” Being so utterly displaced 

geographically and within the context of his family, it seems only natural that the speaker be 

uprooted in time as well, wandering in a sort of limbo, unable to escape the questions and losses 

of his childhood. Etymologically, the word hamlet, related to the Old English hām meaning 

“home,” serves as an interesting starting point (Clark Hall, 1.m.). Like Hamlet, the speaker has 

misconduct and secrecy surrounding the loss of his father, and without a known father, present or 

past, his most painful, primal exile originates in the disruption that exists in his very blood, in his 

nuclear family unit. While stability in his familial structure may have freed him to securely dwell 

in his current life, the instability of his real home––his original homelessness––instead dooms 

him to living as an outcast in both time and place. Rather than actively creating art or actively 

taking part in his life (seeming to have long ago answered for himself the “to be, or not to be” 

question), he instead sits back at the edge, watching only, seeing “life as a spectator sport” (587). 

Though the speaker tries to both lose and root himself in the present, as Hecht writes in the final 

lines of the poem, “I look and look, / as though I could be saved simply by looking” (869-870), 

this salvation through immersion in the “present tense” proves impossible (613). The “looking” 

he hopes might secure him in the current moment serves only to lead him backwards to the very 

root of his limbo-like state. Hecht continues and ends the poem: 

 I, who have never earned my way, who am 

no better than a viral parasite, 
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or the lees of the Venetian underworld, 

Foolish and muddled in my later years, 

who was never even at one time a wise child. (871-875) 

The speaker’s outward gaze inevitably turns inward, and here traces for us his view of himself in 

the present as quickly decaying and already decayed, as someone who never knew and continues 

not to know his father, and as the saying goes, was not “even at one time,” even in childhood, 

“wise.” If the speaker is unwilling acknowledge his origins now as an adult, and was unable to as 

a child, then his entire sense of self is awash, corrupted by scandal, dislocated. Like the lingering 

spirit, he is compelled to revisit the scenes of his childhood again and again––his imagination 

haunting those primal scenes in order to find answers. Finding no stability there, no certain 

ground, the speaker’s imagination fixates on the past from which, unlike Wordsworth or the 

corporal in the war, unlike a working writer such as Hecht, he cannot convincingly resurrect a 

“fiction of kindliness” (452). So instead of finding answers or allowing himself to accept them, 

he stalks the peripheries of the present, trying to lose himself in visual art––in the pursuit of a 

beauty unlike that of written arts––that can exist outside of himself and seemingly outside of 

time. 
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Beauty in Time 

 

For Hecht’s speaker in “Vespers,” trying to exist outside of time condemns him in some 

ways to being an outsider to beauty as well. While he is able to appreciate sensory beauty, he 

says that he has come to “regard / life as a spectator sport” (586-587), and situates himself 

always as an observer, as a non-creating “parasite” (872). However, just as the poem’s speaker is 

unable to fully remove himself from the past into present-moment, sensory absorption––so is it 

impossible to fully remove artistic beauty, whatever its medium, from its creation and existence 

within chronological time. Even at the very withdrawn position from which he views the 

spectacles around him in Venice, Hecht’s speaker still finds himself contemplating the decay that 

is ever-present in the city’s attractions and great art works. Though he prevents himself from 

being attached to or invested in the world, he finds himself drawn to Venice “for its light” (294), 

for its visual beauty. Yet he finds that even here, even from his distant vantage point, no earthly 

beauty or experience of it can be completely free from his awareness of its position in time and 

its vulnerability to decay.  

While so many parts of the sinking “Venetian underworld” are prone to decline in 

Hecht’s poem, the only thing in the speaker’s world that is proven to last, that can temporarily 

stop time and fix the speaker in the present moment is what he names “high art” (804).  As Hecht 

discusses in his 1998-1999 interview with Philip Hoy, Venice itself embodies a host of 

contradictions on this front. The city seems to be the speaker’s dilemma incarnate: it exists in a 

state of sensory overload of immortal beauty and one of simultaneous physical deterioration. Of 

his writing of “Vespers” and of Venice, Hecht said: “There was––there is the city itself, the 

decayed magnificence, now the centre of tourist pilgrimage as once it was the centre of religious 
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pilgrimage and of commerce, the latter two intimately combined (as they are in The Merchant of 

Venice). I wanted to write a poem that would capture some of this brilliance and decay […]” 

(Anthony Hecht 79). The paradox of Venice, explained eloquently here by the poet, is, for the 

speaker in “Vespers,” the same paradox inherent in beauty: it is at once separate from human 

experience and deeply enmeshed in it; it creates an immediacy of experience that can be time-

stopping, yet its purity and glory are, in some ways, dependent on the very nature––the passing 

and decay––of time. While “high art” can often bridge gaps and temporarily stop time for the 

viewer (804), it too, as is evident by flood-stained buildings and damaged paintings, becomes 

subject to time’s ravages. Hecht writes of his speaker watching the water around St. Mark’s: 

                               Observing this  

easy festivity, hypnotized by  

tiny sun-signals exchanged across the harbor, 

I am for the moment cured of everything, 

the future held at bay, the past submerged, 

Even the fact that this Sea of Hadria, 

this consecrated, cool wife of the Doge, 

was ploughed by the merchantmen of all the world, 

and all the silicate fragility 

they sweat for at the furnaces now seems 

an admirable and shatterable triumph. (313-323) 

While he can temporarily lose himself in the dazzling reflection of sunlight, in the beauty of the 

natural world, the speaker grows simultaneously aware of the hardship the physical place has 

endured, the many vessels and travelers that have throughout history polluted and corrupted it. 
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He also articulates the exquisite and innately transient beauty of the Murano glass Venice is 

famous for, acknowledging that its “silicate fragility” is a momentary accomplishment that is 

“shatterable” (321, 323). Yet this awareness seems to be an integral part of his entire conception 

of beauty and of human and material existence. In part, the predisposition to decay makes 

utilitarian productions of art, like hand-blown glass, depressing, as it supplies proof that they too 

are subject to time; however, this vulnerability is at the same time what makes the glass delicate 

and beautiful. Its being made at all is “an admirable, shatterable triumph” (323), because the 

maker, in spite of time and in spite of the inevitability of decay, is making the effort to create 

something beautiful, something ordered and material out of nothing. Yet his meditation on the 

temporality of art highlights the fact the speaker does not himself create it. His fixation on the 

decay and breakability of man-made things provides insight into a potential anxiety on his part, a 

plausible and additional reason for his lack of “authorship.” Although the act of glassblowing is 

portrayed here as a sort of “rage against the dying of the light,” a conscious act of making in the 

face of disappearance or death, the speaker conveys his certainty that even this “admirable” 

attempt may prove futile (323). The act of writing a poem (a small, material work) could be 

described in similarly honorable and defeatist terms. When Stevens writes famously, “Death is 

the mother of beauty,” he seems to encapsulate the very same impulse of artistic making and 

observing that Hecht personifies in “Venetian Vespers.” 

 In his further discussion of Venice in section two of the poem and in his “high-style” and 

abundantly descriptive mode of writing,2 Hecht points out that, in addition to its fragility, a 

degree of opulence or decadence can be an important part of “high art” as well (804). While the 

damage to churches and monuments might serve as a record of decay and of time’s triumph over 
                                                 
2 In his interview with Hecht, Hoy references an article by J.D. McClatchy in which McClatchy criticized 
Hecht for what Hoy calls the poet’s “richly descriptive passages” and his overall ornate style (Hoy 
Anthony Hecht 80). 
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art, self-conscious embellishments seem to be proof of art’s lasting achievement, or at the very 

least evidence of the maker’s desire to create something separate from the natural world, some 

record of the human desire for lasting beauty. Overt embellishment is a creative device that 

differentiates art from the natural world that can be so easily erased (like sandy shorelines or tide 

marks on buildings) if not reinforced by human-wrought constructions––by conscious making. 

Ugliness and decay, when beautifully described, can overcome their physical limits and be 

included in the complex, time-entrenched and contradictory vision of beauty that Hecht presents 

throughout this poem––a vision that his speaker and chosen city both embody.  

In this section of the poem, the speaker does not portray Venice in complimentary terms 

at all and calls it “the world’s most louche, artificial city” (173); yet, he goes on later in the 

section to explain his motives for choosing it as his stalking place, claiming to have picked it for 

its beauty, saying, “Lights. I have chosen Venice for its light, / its lightness, buoyancy, its calm 

suspension / in time and water […]” (294-296). Here, as in other of his reflections on this place, 

on art and material being, the draw of the city appears to be intimately married to its 

unpleasantness. Venice is appealing because it seems to be “suspended” and timeless, yet its 

beauty, its glass, artwork and opulent, gilded Byzantine architecture, the fact that it appears to 

float on the water––all of these things have decay and ornament woven into their most basic 

underlying structures. As a rebuilt and ostentatious reliquary, St. Marks appears ironically and 

artificially worldly in its Byzantine style; the glass works are mainly small scale and seem 

destined for breakage, and the city itself, the roads and buildings that make up the landscape, are 

not in fact floating, but sinking. Therefore the entire aura of the city can be seen as artificial in 

some way, in some way obscene and overly material. And like the city and its artificial works, so 

is this poem, too, a highly artificial thing. Particularly when written in a “high style” like Hecht’s 
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(Hoy Anthony Hecht 80), so rich in vocabulary and sensory description, so ambitious in scope 

and length, so dramatically orchestrated on the levels of structure, theme, image and character, 

the evidence of its being a made-thing––experience and language that have been texturally and 

formally manipulated––is present in every pentameter line and every intricately crafted image.  

The contradiction for the poem, however, is that this highly artificial, and incredibly 

decorated thing describes a character entrenched in the ugliness of himself and of his familial 

past––who dwells in images of decline and corruption, who describes himself as a “viral 

parasite” who doesn’t create but only “looks” (872, 869). Yet there is a way that the poem, 

whose form and method mirror magnificently their subject, succeeds at enacting this particular 

vision of time and beauty, this very paradox that the speaker himself embodies. And while 

artificiality and embellishment are not necessarily what one associates with “high art” (804), they 

are often a necessary part of any man-made structure created to be beautiful and to stand out 

from the time-eroded, natural world. This poem, too, in its self-conscious structures and 

theatrical facades, surpasses the superficial tools of ornament, rising to the plane of lasting, “high 

art,” whose efforts––like the city’s grandiose gestures––are themselves a type of defiance, an 

insistence on creating beauty in spite of and in the face of time. 

 In this poem as well as others, Hecht presents a distinct and paradoxical view of what is 

beautiful, and what the consequences of seeking this beauty or seeking to create it are. In the 

same Philip Hoy interview mentioned previously, Hecht revealed his predisposition and desire to 

explore and present these types of contradictions in his poetry. In discussing his aversion to 

writing traditional, lyric-style poetry, Hecht said: 

The lyric was understood to be a pure instant of perception captured in the course 

of its fleeting evanescence; it was a rapid sketch of some state of the soul, a hasty 
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impression of the receptive mind, more inward than outward, often taking some 

grain of reality as a point of departure into a state of private rapture […] I resisted 

the principle from the first, not initially on any theoretical basis, but because some 

of the poetry I first fell in love with was the work of John Donne, whose poems 

are filled with jostling paradox and ironic self-contradiction, and which were, 

moreover, highly dramatic, and such drama, however minimal, required 

something like oppositions and complexities that the ‘lyric,’ as I had heard it 

defined, very specifically lacked […] (72) 

In “Venetian Vespers,” Hecht performs the feat he admired in Donne’s work and presents a 

fundamental contradiction inherent in beauty that poets have grappled with for centuries. Rather 

than simply describing a moment or “a state of private rapture,” Hecht decides instead to embody 

the opposite movement in the character of his speaker: someone who desires to move out into the 

world and to describe it in its harsh “reality” and who utterly resists the turn inward. Hecht’s 

“Vespers” character incarnates the “jostling paradox” he encountered in Donne, and it would 

have been impossible to describe the speaker’s many contradictions and conflicting views of 

being and making in a short, “rapid sketch” such as Hecht observed in traditional “lyric” poems.  

In “Vespers,” Hecht reveals one of the great cruxes of poetry and poetic language in the 

form of this speaker and in the decaying beauty of Venice. Like the speaker, and like the work 

that Hecht prefers, poetry cannot fully exist in the outer-spatial or inner-temporal world (Boym 

9)––it makes its home instead in the in-between, with the flaneur and expatriate; it straddles the 

two realms of mental and physical experience and combines them, and its very power and being 

depends on this marriage, its impossibility of anchoring in one realm. A poet of this type 

becomes, for the reader, the bridge that connects these two disparate parts of experience. What 
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he undergoes, however, is the uncomfortable, outsider haunting of the expatriate or ghost, with 

one foot on each shore, unable to reside permanently in either place. The poem, particularly if it 

is the type that Hecht favors––one that explores the paradoxes of being a physical, spiritual or 

creative being––succeeds at leaving a record of that struggle, a memorial, like a standing bridge, 

a testament of art’s struggle within the context of time.  

This struggle, this difficulty of beauty being created within or destroyed by time, is an old 

quarrel in poetry, and is something that each writer addresses differently. In his sonnets, for 

example, Shakespeare presents a sustained anxiety on the part of the speaker that his love’s 

beauty will be somehow “defaced” (“64” 1), and sets forth an obligation for his art to somehow 

conquer time, or stop beauty from decaying or dying. In addressing the paradoxical nature of 

beauty’s relationship with time, Shakespeare also offers a solution: the creation of time defying 

“high art” (Hecht 804). While Hecht’s speaker acknowledges the “saving” power of beholding a 

great work, he does not produce the antidote himself (870).  Though it is unavailable to Hecht’s 

speaker in “Vespers,” Shakespeare proffers artistic making as the cure for the decaying, material 

human in a well-known sonnet. In Sonnet 55, Shakespeare makes the claim that “Not marble, nor 

the gilded monuments / Of princes, shall outlive this powerful rhyme;” (1-2), thereby arguing 

for the permanence and lasting power of great art in the face of time and material decay.  

The problem for Hecht’s speaker, however, is that he only “looks” but does not create 

(869). He calls himself “no better than a viral parasite” (872), and claims, in a punning way, that 

he has not “authored any children” (793); therefore he has no hope of conquering time or 

preserving his perceptions or identity from its ravages. Leaving behind great works or art, or 

even another type of substantial legacy, (familial, professional, etc.) provides the individual with 

a certain degree of immortality. Hecht’s speaker, however, as someone who survives as the last 
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of his dubious, unsettled bloodline, who has made nothing of his life and has produced nothing, 

seems to be, like the sinking city, simply awaiting his own erasure. While the speaker in 

“Vespers” attempts to inhabit the sensory, “spatial” world of visual art and of “louche” Venice 

(Boym 9; Hecht 173), he dwells heavily in the interior, memorial dimension of time, from which 

he can only escape momentarily by “looking” (870), and that he cannot overcome through a 

process of making, since he seems not to be blessed with “the painter’s skill” (771): the ability to 

freeze time, to create lasting beauty.  

 If creating beauty is the antidote to decay, the deterrent to time, then it is one that Hecht’s 

speaker, here, for some reason eschews. In a poem so fixated on time’s decay of material beauty 

(even the speaker’s thoughts of the past are marred irrevocably), and one so simultaneously 

concerned with the creation of art, it seems important that Hecht describes his speaker as 

someone who is unable or unwilling to create anything. Hecht draws our attention again and 

again to the conscious process of making, particularly in the series of false starts that make up 

the poem’s opening passages. Yet it becomes significant that the speaker’s repetitions of “Where 

to begin,” are precisely that: false starts, half-hearted beginnings that do not develop fully 

because the speaker does not allow them to or is not able to follow through with them. While he 

may not have the talent for visual or written art, the speaker seems to possess a keen and 

sensitive eye for detail, and a razor sharp, if troubling memory. While we know little of his life 

apart from his experience in the war and as a child, his claim to “looking” only (870), to merely 

observing life and sealing his troubles within himself similarly seals his fate. By having him 

remain merely an observer of art and life, Hecht positions his speaker as being doubly outcast in 

the present, displaced by this practiced removal and by the ensuing meditations that drive him 

back into his past. Perhaps in forming this non-authorial, perimeter-dwelling character, Hecht 
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reveals a potential consequence to not engaging with the world in a critical or artistic way––of 

not creating or contributing to beauty. The safe haven for the speaker, therefore, cannot be an 

imagined world he creates, as it might be for some artists, as this too could potentially become 

muddied by his past-haunted and unstable mental world. His safety resides instead not in a self-

created world, not in the act of imagining, but in the more passive act of “imaginative awe” 

(Auden 60), of almost tourist-like appreciation for the attempts and successes of the makers. In 

this poem the speaker is not merely a tourist in Venice or the son of immigrants––he is a traveler 

who inhabits the peripheries of the present, desiring to live there but unable to commit himself 

fully to the world or interact with it creatively. Of his speaker’s flaneurish existence that began in 

childhood, Hecht writes: 

Perhaps that early vigilance at windows 

explains why I have now come to regard 

life as a spectator sport. But I find peace 

in the arcaded dark of the piazza 

when a thunderstorm comes up […] (585-589) 

In context, this “early vigilance at windows,” comments on the speaker having stared out the 

window at the rain that seemed to fall incessantly in the year his mother died. The act of 

watching can be seen therefore a coping mechanism of the child, a way of surviving grief and 

averting his attention to an outside, visual phenomenon. When Hecht writes that this “early 

vigilance,” this tendency to observe, serves as a reason for why the speaker has “now come to 

regard / life as a spectator sport” (586-587), he explains, too, the very root and cause of the 

speaker’s habit of “looking” rather than acting or making (870). This early loss was damaging 

enough that the speaker retreated into himself, venturing out only far enough to observe, not 
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partake, in the present. Because of this survival tactic, the speaker becomes isolated within 

himself, in the inner world ruled by the past (Boym 9), where his visits to the present world are 

short-lived––like Frost’s idea of a poem as a “momentary stay”––intervals of relieving pause and 

self-righting in the experience of “imaginative awe” rather than that of artistic creation (Auden 

60). 

 Later on in the same passage where the speaker identified the root of his “spectator” 

habits, Hecht conflates for us the character’s act of  “looking” with his desire to escape from the 

past into the present (870). He writes: 

To give one’s whole attention to such a sight 

is a sort of blessedness. No room is left 

for antecedence, inference, nuance. 

One escapes from all the anguish world 

into the refuge of the present tense. 

The past is mercifully dissolved, and in 

easy obedience to the gospel’s word, 

one takes no thought whatever of tomorrow, 

the soul being drenched in fine particulars. (609-617) 

Here again, Hecht alludes to the paradox of Venice itself: it creates the ideal dramatic place for a 

“spectator” like the speaker to be “drenched in fine particulars,” and in which to “seek the refuge 

of the present tense,” because it is so incredibly rich in the visual stimuli of both beauty and 

decay. The “anguish of the world,” however, that the speaker wishes to leave behind, exists as 

prevalently in the sinking city––in its awareness of the historical and artistic past––as it could 

anywhere. Admiring a particular work, however, whether natural or human, allows the speaker 
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temporary respite from the discomfort that governs the “antecedence, inference, nuance” of his 

own mind in a way that creating a written work such as a poem might not. 

 Artistic making as a means of pausing or stopping time, of preserving a moment, of 

losing oneself in an idea or image can be problematic when it comes to written arts, particularly 

poetry. In the first of his Quartets, for example, Eliot, like the speaker in “Vespers,” expresses 

the desire to escape from time into a present, stopped-time moment, similar to that which one 

might experience while creating or beholding a work of art. He writes in “Burnt Norton:” 

At the still point of the turning world. Neither flesh nor fleshless;   

Neither from nor towards; at the still point, there the dance is,  

………………………………………………………… 

I can only say, there we have been: but I cannot say where.   

And I cannot say, how long, for that is to place it in time.  

…………………………………………………………   

The release from action and suffering, release from the inner   

And the outer compulsion, yet surrounded   

By a grace of sense, a white light still and moving,   

Erhebung without motion, concentration   

Without elimination,  […]  (64-65, 70-71, 73-77) 

This “still point of the turning world” seems to be the same state of being that the speaker in 

“Vespers” desires and achieves for very short periods of time. It could also be the intense 

concentration in writing a poem or the “momentary stay” created when one reads or finishes 

writing a poem. Eliot articulates here, however, that achieving even this short-lived stasis can be 

difficult in verse. When he writes, “I can only say, there we have been: but I cannot say where. / 
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And I cannot say, how long, for that is to place it in time,” he describes how even attempting to 

articulate this phenomenon––this intense and fleeting stillness or clarity in a moment of artistic 

concentration––is, in language, complicated and nearly impossible (70-71). For Eliot to describe 

“where” and “for how long” this state of consciousness occurs would be “to place it in time”––to 

move beyond that present moment, to leave it behind in some way. Although it is difficult to 

achieve or describe in language, the state of self-dissolution––the “still point” (64)––can 

sometimes be possible in visual immersion. Because in this state, the viewer can forget himself 

and his material being in the process of looking, he can be free from time, and allowed 

“concentration / without elimination” (76-77). For Hecht’s speaker, this might mean 

concentration and even joy without his thoughts intruding on and ruining the purity of the awe-

struck experience. In “Vespers,” the speaker expresses the desire for an experience similar to 

Eliot’s when he says: 

What is our happiest, most cherished dream 

of paradise? Not harps and fugues and feathers 

but rather arrested action, an escape  

from time, from history, from evolution 

into the blessed stasis of a painting […]” (750-754) 

Evoking the concept of paradise, Hecht describes it here as an almost pre-time, pre-pain 

existence that can be achieved through viewing art. Slightly earlier in the poem, Hecht introduces 

the scene of Adam and Eve at the moment of “enlightenment” and contrasts it with the speaker’s 

“innocent,” un-chronological existence before learning of his father’s abandonment in the mental 

hospital by his uncle (641, 644-646). Just as his innocence created a refuge for him in childhood, 

the speaker here describes the observation of visual beauty as something that can engender a 
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similarly blissful, prelapsarian state. Launching his concentration outward into the visual, spatial 

realm (Boym 9), he is able to leave his internal, physiological blood-knowledge and the figure of 

his past behind. In the way that certain paintings can trap a figure or scene in an instant, 

momentarily free from historical or factual context, so can viewing this type of work, as Hecht 

offers, allow the individual to escape the mind’s historical and unflinching dredge.  

About the urban environment itself and its suitability for outcast individuals “who have 

accepted themselves as exiles from the Garden” (qtd. in Boym 76), Boym reasons, “The city, 

then, is an ideal crossroads between longing and estrangement, memory and freedom, nostalgia 

and modernity” (Boym 76). Therefore not only is Venice, a city, a likely choice for someone 

who inhabits a constant exilic state, but it also seems to be designed for margin-dwellers, a place 

that promotes permeable boundaries in memorial and sensory experience. What Venice offers in 

abundance are opportunities for art lovers, and flaneurs––“spectators” (“Vespers” 587)––to re-

enter the pre-time, pre-knowledge state that adult inhabitants of the present-day world are shut 

out from. 

In her discussion of displaced people and their relationship with their current and past 

worlds, Boym writes, “The main feature of exile is double conscience, a double exposure of 

different times and spaces, a constant bifurcation” (256). At the root of Hecht’s speaker’s 

peregrinations, at the root of his pain, exist the simultaneous yearning and accepted impossibility 

of being whole, of being settled within his person and within the outside world. The predicament 

that Boym presents here as a characteristic of exiled persons, however, is a condition familiar, 

perhaps uncomfortably so, to writers. In its very nature and most basic structures, poetry requires 

a “bifurcated” consciousness: one that inhabits the space between the temporal, interior 

landscape and the exterior, spatial one (Boym 256, 9), the place of emotions and the place of 
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things, of internal and external referents. A poet does not necessarily have to be a physical, 

national exile, like Hecht’s speaker; however, as he seeks to join two disparate realms, he can 

never reside fully in sensory, “imaginative awe” nor fully in his imagination (Auden 60). Like 

the “Vespers” speaker, he may experience the simultaneous desire and impossibility of joining 

the “present tense” (613)––the self-dissolving, sensory experience; he might find that he cannot 

look at a beautiful painting or experience some profound realization without immediately 

stepping outside of that present, intense moment of experience, and thinking of how he could 

stop it, freeze it, render it honestly, keep it from time. A poet constantly attempts to secure 

beauty, to separate or preserve it from slipping through the cracks, from disintegrating into the 

moment. This “double conscience” provides little opportunity for “present tense” immersion 

(Boym 256; Hecht 613), and little chance for the writer to purely observe without trying to 

measure the outside experience against the inside one––“to place it in time” (Eliot 71)––which 

many poems in some way struggle to do. In the development of his “Vespers” speaker, however, 

Hecht demonstrates that the choice to create art or not to is a difficult and potentially costly one, 

as either route has its drawbacks and cannot fully steer the individual clear from time’s difficult 

realities. What Hecht captures so magnificently in this poem, the irony that he develops and 

enacts so exquisitely in his very technique and description, is the contradiction that exists in the 

contemplation and creation of beauty: that it can seem to take us out of time, yet makes us more 

acutely aware of it, and that an experience beautifully described may, in the imagination join 

with an unpleasant or unwelcome referent, memory or experience. Hecht makes the point that 

beauty exists impurely as people and cities must, as Robert Penn Warren argued poetry, too, 

must necessarily exist, and that it can be embodied not only in the pristine works of museums, 

but also in the preoccupations of an individual who wishes to transcend himself by “looking” 
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(870), and cannot see that the beauty of his vision is inseparable from its awareness of decay, its 

foundations in history and in time. 
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FINDING THE PORN MAGAZINES 
 
 
The way a twelve year-old will hide her want 
in coded notes and locked boxes, afraid 
her brother or her friends might see her secret 
 
parts, her awkwardly scrawled heart inscribed  
to Ben or Mike, until she murders its proof  
with a lit match, a broom––we stuffed  
 
that January night deep into our jackets  
before my father drove us home. The hallway back  
is dim and narrow, and you must take care 
 
not to slip on the wet newspapers slicked  
to the floor, or the tossed produce crates, the stale- 
beer and gum-wrapper sludge smearing the tile. 
 
It was a general store, the owner a tenant  
of my father’s, and the three of us were at an age  
able to wear t-shirts without bras, to prize  
 
field sprints over flattery, to note only in private,  
in dismay, the way our stubborn hips  
jutted out and our still-flat chests stung  
 
from a foul ball or flailed arm. The bathroom lurked  
at the end of the hall, and the men outside talked  
as we steered, snow-booted, back. I remember wanting  
 
to look, to peek through cracked doors, to explore  
dresser drawers, packed boxes in attics; lifting 
my shirt just enough to catch the pink skin’s 
 
sharp perk before the porch door slammed. 
The magazines had been shoved in a pile 
of Boston Globes, and from under the Celtics’ 
 
big win stuck a bare thigh, a breast. 
Who noticed it first? Which one of us  
ruled we would steal? Black-shadow exposed,  
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           (new stanza) 
 
 
anemone-like, we thought I’ll never  
be like those––and took one each, so we  
would know. The diesel engine droned  
 
home, glossy pages stuck to my skin.  
Like a crush, burning, bares itself, would betray  
me that spring in the schoolyard, we stooped  
 
from the car, the magazines hot as ice 
in our sweaters while the house leered  
at us through the floodlight’s beam. Our breath  
 
froze, crystallized what for years we would choke  
in our chests, in the dark cracks  
and pockets of dreams. My bedroom glowed  
 
lamp-light red, and when my father tells  
me this month of the stash they found  
at the back of the old store, I feel the plush,  
 
rust colored carpet pressed up  
to my stomach, the hot, prickling rush 
that I cannot confess, ashamed still, even now, 
 
to hunch over the bare limbs of the girls  
who’ll admit themselves just as the butane catches, 
and the flame warps their faces to blue, then ash. 
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THE FLOWER PRESS      
 
 
It was the sort of thing given to little girls: 
sturdy and small, round-edged, wooden and light. 
I stalked the pasture’s rough and waist-high grass 
for worthy specimens: the belle amid the mass, 
the star shaming the clouds of slighter, 
ordinary blooms. The asters curled 
 
inside my sweat-damp palms as if in sleep. Crushed 
in the parlor’s stifling heat, I pried 
each shrinking petal back, and turned the screws. 
But flowers bear no ugly bruise, 
and even now fall from the brittle page, dried 
prettily, plucked from the memory’s hush. 
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FOLK TALE 
 
 for Nonny Hogrogian 
 
 
In the story, I remember a hungry young fox 

rendered in pastels. He has stolen 
from a strict-mannered woman in town, his tail’s been cut off, his lot 

cast to repay her: stomach still swollen 
 
with her Guernsey cow’s milk, his head hung 

as he trudges the sad route she has mapped  
for him. In the story, I remember bright sun 
 glaring, the fox, hunched and tail-less, his tongue lolling, lapping 
 
at air, his shame-path dry and sorrowful. 
 And reading, I knew the author had lived 
in our house––rust-colored shutters, fall-  
 wormed, rattling rose hips, frost, pewter-halled air.  
 
And in the book, every page held a trade: a pail  
 bartered for rare, lazuli beads, a brown-speckled egg 
for milled grain, straw for the mule pulling 
 the plow. And I knew that each time, the fox begged 
 
for their pity––a sack of clean down, a gold coin, a gift–– 

and that he’d at last made it back, the cold pail  
handle clenched in his teeth, milk sloshing the step 
 of the stern woman’s house. And I pictured the blood-matted tail  
 
handed back to him, dragged over our slab-granite walk,  

smelled the freezing ground  
swelling––stumbled with apples, damp now, half-rotten–– 

the author’s fingers rust-smudged from the work,  
 
mine smeared with the chalk-dust we found  

decades later on baseboards and rimed sills of doors–– 
the fine powder set into skin, each one of our histories  

heart-learned, unwritten. 
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STUDY 
 
 

Take note that, before going any farther, I will give you the exact proportions of a 
man. Those of a woman, I will disregard, for she does not have any set 
proportions. 
 

– Cennino d’Andrea Cennini, Il Libro dell’ Arte  
 
 
The models we would draw were never men, 

though they were fat and thin, 
gray-haired, cellulite-dimpled, tethered at first 
 in faded robes they’d loose fast 
 
as they stepped into pose. And to begin, I found 
 it difficult to look––turning a blind 
eye to drooping breasts, to the dark triangle tufts 
 exposed when one would shift 
 
her weight or turn to the light. Training my gaze 
 to measure heft and line, the rise 
of the hip, the pelvis’s slight tip to the shade 
 of a wall, the flesh soon showed 
 
itself as what each woman wore: their skulls 
 sheathed in thin skin, the swell 
of a grown child held in the stretch- 
 marked thigh or lower belly. I sketched 
 
the latent angles of their bones, their forms 
 wrought unfamiliar as the arm 
or age-pocked cheek of a stranger. Outside 
 the studio, the morning light spread 
 
finger-like over the elms, over  

the just-sprayed drawings and our hands, 
tired of charcoal, smudged, burdened 
 to draft the unmarked passage of their bodies. 
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MERMAID 
 
 
The lobstermen would call the quarry water 
dead, claim that no sea life could survive under 
its surface: glassy, black, so bottomless 
that we would dive, heedless, our brother’s shrieks worse 
than the cold stab as we hurtled to the deep. 
Rising, eyes anchored to the pine-rimmed lip 
of sky, the granite boulders huge white cenotaphs 
marking our way back, we would emerge and gasp, 
 
slapped by our parents’ laughter drifting down the path 
back to the yard. Hauling ourselves out, parting the flaxen grass 
where field infringed on rock, sunlight would dart across 
our legs like scales. We’d heard only the talk of loss–– 
the whippoorwill, the thrush––the still woods dark enough 
to hide the woman breaching underneath. 
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TAROT 
 
 
A favorite aunt––eccentric, hippy-ish, skilled  

in astrology, in asking us  
the grown-up questions, ones we had hoped  

somebody would but hadn’t––helped 
us spread the disc-shaped cards across 

the cabin’s plastic-covered table  
 
while we thought of things we’d like to know. 

I conjured boys’ names, crushes 
I’d never spoken; my sister mouthed 

important dates, places she’d kiss or smoke. 
The three of us bent low above the flush 

of illustrated signs. I drew the Two 
 
of Swords, my sister picked the dark-rimmed Tower–– 

images set against cheap glossed geraniums, 
the spray-cleaned tablecloth our mother 

bought and changed each spring. Hovering 
above life’s mysteries, balling our gum, 

now hour-old, flavorless, we scoured 
 
each tantalizing clue: two lovers 

pelvis-deep in waves, Fortune’s rickety wheel, a naked 
squatting girl, archers launching quivers-full of arrows 

at the sky. Patient, translating every scene, each grim, flower- 
edged plot, our aunt made no mistakes–– 

at each prophesy, my sister gasped, covered 
 
her heart as if she didn’t understand. 

I chewed my lip, clenched my thighs around 
my fists until every uncertainty was met: our futures 

smoothed over the flattened petals, 
my aunt shuffling each picture back, each found 

thing jumbled and falling from her hands. 
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VESTAL 
 
 
The day my father gave me to the order, 
a horde of crows loaded the garden 
cypresses. I took my vows. I felt the braided cord 
pull shut the marble lid of a world  
wrecked by a body forever owed 
 
to someone else. They sheared  
my head like a boy’s and hung my hair  
from the hair tree. Mornings it wept tresses: copper 
and blond, black as the ravens perched like barbs 
on the temple gates. Destined as flame-keeper, 
veiled in the cold white dawn pours 
 
on the pillars, I would be separate and free 
of men, trusted to guard their wills, the fire 
whose bluish glow hallows this priory. 
Being indentured all the same, dry 
is the yard I will abide until the day 
the watchers offer their dark arms to me. 
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DRESS-UP 
  
 
It was the chest my mother stocked 
with heirloom scarves and mismatched gloves, 
a tiny room I stole inside to lock 
 
the childish out. My schoolgirl loves 
were small and unadorned, and so I’d wrestle 
nylon tights onto my thighs, and shove 
 
my feet in too-tall heels, rapt in the hassle 
of a bustier’s lace or bracelet clasp, 
my plain and boy-shaped frame tasseled 
 
for once with possibility: no longer would I rasp 
my shins on rough barn planks, or pray to look 
like Katherine T., who made recital parents gasp 
 
how beautiful she’ll be! I willed the book 
with wood-nymph maids to come alive, 
and placed my body in their dancing ring. I shook 
 
away the image of the lone crow poising to dive 
into their midst in greedy swoops, and how 
the sudden shame of nakedness drove 
 
each of them to hide. And yet, no voyeur prowled 
our house, and nothing waited in the sky 
but evening rain. The looming trees grow 
 
closer now, and in the mirror’s eye, 
I see the dark bird circle and fall. 
No more is dressing meant for play, 
 
and childhood’s room’s cluttered with dolls 
whose porcelain limbs glow small and white 
against the cobwebs and the crowded walls. 
 
But it is here that I still track her flight–– 
inside the dusty shelves and splintered frames, 
the faded storybooks she wished would write 
         
the clean-print figure of her proper name. 
Adult, I search each still-undecorated page 
to find the girl’s true illustration, form 
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              (new stanza) 
 
 
every made-up scene, each flimsy stage 
and costume for a glimpse of her––stumbling 
through piles of grown-up’s clothes, still awkward in her age. 
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POSTURE CLASS, 1962: SPINE-MAPPING 
 
 
Shirtless, goose-fleshed, tucked into the back room  

of the girls’ day school, the students queue  
 
in single file: knapsacks thrust in labeled cubbies,  

uniform cardigans hanging from pegs,  
 
cold hands cupped modestly to cover budding  

chests, argyle-clad legs crossed, wobbling.  
 
My mother is the first in line, waiting 

to have her spine drawn from behind the screen–– 
 

each curvature recorded––anxious for signs 
 of wrecks on the horizon, her backbone bent  
 
by what’s to come. I want to see all that the teacher sees: 

the straight-backed woman, shadow-veiled, who charts 
 

thin torsos stripped of their training bras, the girls 
 trusting her stern, spectacled gaze to augur them. 
 
What riddle lies behind the mesh-grid wall  

of all that was? What hand steadies and guides  
 
hers as she plots their bodies’ path, traces  

each as something skeletal, 
 

ignoring breasts, pale muscled flesh––their faces 
 cropped outside the frame, illegible. 
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II. 
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ST. ZITA 
 

Basilica de San Frediano, Lucca 
 
 
You had to see her for yourself, you said,  
and so I tagged along, a foreigner 
to churches, nervously reverent 
in every darkened apse, inside the rich,  
 
velvet-thick must, buttress-enclosed and bordered  
on all sides with somber della Robbia blue  
and gold leaf-tinted rapture, visible trusses, each form  
mortared in place and deathless, separate from time.  
 
Trapped in a photograph, I can still see the rush  
of poppy-dotted fields, light hovering  
in slow translucent globes, your blond hair  
drawing stares, the train ride uncomfortable.  
 
Girded for centuries by ramparts, largely untouched,  
the city beckoned us, and when we ducked  
into the nave––leaving behind the sun-baked courtyard,  
the hunched, black-kerchiefed women shaking  
 
their heads, clucking their disapproval  
of our bare shoulders and cameras, open-toed shoes–– 
and shuffled breathlessly into the cool  
of yet another dim side-chapel, we found her  
 
whole as they had said: her glass case sized 
to fit a child, limbs sapphire-wrapped, her forehead 
crowned with roses. Incorruptible, they call her, 
and in April lift her out into the square 
 
to let the faithful touch her hardened face 
or hands, the young girls’ arms brimming 
with daffodils. Though in my memory, her body’s 
anchored to the dark back of the chapel 
 
where we pored over her frame in disbelief,  
traced with our fingertips the wooden angles  
of her wrists, her cheeks. Like you, I lit a candle  
as we left her small, cold chamber for a blur  
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           (new stanza) 
 
of un-walled country and a lengthening chain 
of strangers, unremarkable, their names 
not mooring anywhere––the field light  
and our spare, convent-like room, your face 
 
a girl’s still then, looking solemn from the window, 
looking still out from the dull blue of the veil 
I had you wear for that one portrait I saved, 
gave to you last year for your wedding. 
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GIRL WORKER AT THE PONEMAH MILLS, TAFTSVILLE, CT 
       

– Jack Delano, 1940 
 
 
In one version of the story, she is the girl  

who struck from home, the first to leave  
her father’s farm for the tenement-rowed miles  

of a start-up town, to doff her childhood 
 
rooms for dormitory beds, the churn  

of millrace water––for fingers that burned 
in sleep from the pull of the loom. But here, we see  

her left alone. Centered behind  
 
white lines of spools, her down-turned focus mines  

the mule’s quick-spinning drone for something  
out of reach. This picture documents  

her rapt in concentration, in the mapped  
 
directives of an act from which she’s set apart:  

the bobbin-whir reeling its seams,  
her role unseen. Hers is the work of puppeteer  

and doll. Hers is the hand masked  
 
by the one holding the strings. And in this version  

she is small, a cog undone  
in the machine; though if I turn 

to look again, she reappears  
 
as the white spider summer leaves  

half-hidden in the shade, who casts  
her line and dangles patiently, biding  

her time, counting the threads she weaves. 
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DEGAS’ NUDES 
 
 
New mother, friend no longer free 
of the one who clutches at your chest, 
your side, whose fingers I see cling 
to the lobe of your ear or lambswool collar,  
whose eyes drink in, unblinking, this  
display of women caught in shades  
of disarray––the falling curls 
yet to be brushed, stark buttocks–– 
here you move languidly among 
the tilting heads of other visitors. 
We’ve come to see the body redevised. 
A many clustered, mumbling throng,  
each of us pores up close over  
the curling pastel strokes and darker  
lines, a spinal column glowing white,  
a girl’s neck from which she has just swept  
up her hair. And though the pictures reacquaint 
the female form with the quotidian–– 
the brothel and the bath, personages  
snatched by chance, from below, from behind–– 
still what I see in each is something volatile 
and new, a private confidence 
laid bare, a modesty we each refashion  
with our gaze, finding a woman’s 
parts––your breasts, you said–– 
strange in the eyes of someone else. 
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SOUVENIR 
 
 Edinburgh 
 
 
We thought the trip romantic––two girls  
still struck with fortresses and cobbled streets,  
still sure that luck would win, that we’d return  
here someday with our loves, and each occupy 
a turret to ourselves. The flight was short,  
and on the ground spring bloomed between uneven  
stones and crumbling parapets, in budding trees  
beneath the monument whose grim spires stuck  
into the sky. Blocked from its view, we laughed  
through narrow archways lit by sun, dodged  
grottoed pubs and drunks, the hunching, 
thick-brogued fellows who pursued us  
in the dark. After three days, we took  
the plane to France, but still the tower’s  
long shadow followed us, rearing in snapshots, 
haunting the stretch of water we won’t cross. 
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CIVIL WAR REENACTMENT 
 
 
Our teacher split the class in two, and said that I was to be  
Grant, my best friend, Lee, the two of us pigtailed, directing 
 
left, right, left across the baseball field, our voices  
booming from the megaphones, whispering 
 
strategy in cool, linoleum-tiled rooms as we hunched  
at our desks, our bodies slight as boys’, our roles 
 
ill-fitting as the uniform, blue buttoning  
from shoe to chin, my hat too big, veiling my eyes.  
 
To make it real, we had imagined moves onto a board like chess:  
each of us posed as woman-king, the squares labeled  
 
Antietam, Bull Run, Gettysburg. We formed our characters  
from snapshots, devoured  textbooks with unprecedented hurry.  
 
I combed my hair like Grant’s, practiced the name Ulysses  
with my pen, my ear drunk on its sibilants, its myth, already sound-struck.  
 
To make it real, there had to be a spy, and so another girl, brown ponytail and braces, sold  
us out––rendered the whole war in reverse––pointing my eyes 
 
to where I’d never been, to where, years later I would visit 
on a boyfriend’s arm––some Yankee darling––not to be trusted, still not 
 
forgiven that defeat, his heart strange to me then, and still  
as distant as the city yard yoked with wisteria,  
 
his vowels coaxing and slow, though never meant to stay. 
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STARLINGS 
 

 
No meadows here, or gardens overgrown, 
weed-choked and wrecked with bramble; here, 
no barred owl tracks his passage under ranks of pines  
or hunts the night-dark marsh for voles burrowed 
in matted grass. Instead, the new moon-whitened furrows 
thread the town like worry lines 
 
across the face of one who waits 
for spring––the slow, pheromonal pull of mates 
tired of their wintering in vacant rooms 
that open now, the way expectant mouths 
strike from their cornices for fleshy scraps, 
or buds, loosened in sunlight, bloom. 
 
The surest sign of April here, amid the caterwaul 
of strays, is the forsythia, thrusting tawny stalks  
through pavement cracks and fenced-in yards;  
its light, beneath the bluish glow of street lamps, smolders. 
Like bustles crushed in chatter, or bevies of girls 
bunched in the hall, the city birds crowd 
 
oaks in parking lots, as if none but the loudest 
will be picked to sweep across the parquet, twirling. 
The only quiet to be found rests 
in last season’s husks––trees still and bare, 
free from this desperate, trilling air–– 
the mocking stares of un-built nests. 
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CHRISTMAS PAGEANT 
 
 
We stashed the click-on candles  
underneath the green-felt stage  
of the sanctuary, and held our breath  
 
until the soloist had hushed the pews 
packed with the faithful or nostalgic  
children and grown-up children, home  
 
this weekend for the spectacle, the snow. 
All eyes locked on the empty cradle,  
on the stairway door where this year’s Mary,  
 
eighteen and blushing, would appear  
on my ex-Catholic father’s arm.  
Twelve winters in a row, he grew  
 
the beard my mother hated, dressed  
in Joseph’s desert robes and wore  
his solemn countenance across 
 
the stage’s floor as he told jokes  
to make each nervous Mary laugh.  
I watched just one year from the dais,  
 
at last the right age to be angel, to glory 
in the long white robes that danced 
what we’d only rehearsed in perfect silence. 
 
We were not believers, Jews on my mother’s side,  
my image of the baby still the plastic doll  
I’d long ago snuck up to see. Now, mostly, 
 
I go to be among the audience, the family 
and friends that I no longer know.  
The choreography’s the same, the choir’s voices  
 
those I can remember sharp as the frost  
crusting the sills, the sudden updraft 
from the heating grate snagging my breath, 
 
making the fake lights flicker. 
 
. 
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CRAFTSMAN 
 
 
Into the thick of pine and poplar, 
inside the tumbled granite plot 
that was a cellar hole, you spotted 
 
an old carcass once––badger or mink–– 
bones stained the color of sunk 
leaves, the mandible intact, the scattered ranks 
 
of teeth and vertebrae weighting 
down reindeer moss, the flat, bright 
caps of chanterelles. Boreal acolyte, 
 
disciple as you were of some lost, 
primitive art, you dug and harvested 
all of it: ilium, femur and rib, clavicle, tarsus. 
 
No more a pilgrim’s wooded grave. 
No more a wreck of caved-in 
clapboard drowned in sheaves 
 
of last year’s needles. Grinding 
the bones into an ivory mound 
for gesso, working the porous grain 
 
of rotted oak or fire-thawed apple panels, 
you scaffolded your work on feral 
scraps, their frames the mineral 
 
smoothing the passage of your brush, 
your figures’ rose-tinged flesh 
propped always on a bed of ash. 
 
And still the loss was irreparable, 
and so for years you scavenged scuttles full 
of fallen limbs, then glazed with pitch enamel 
 
all you wrought––images built  
on white-tail antlers and the quills 
of hawks––their keel and gristle finally set 
 
into some deathless, disembodied flight. 
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UNICORN 
 
 
Captive of tapestries, coarse-stitched in wool and silk, 
gilt-woven, held still in dim museum rooms, her withers 
wooden-fenced, barb-hemmed by spear point, hunted 
for hours with dogs, frozen in long-abandoned myths,  
in every glimpse of deep violet-lipped woods  
and in the prayers of tower-locked daughters,  
the homesick throats of sons––she has eluded us. 
 
Seeking her still, we haunt the cellar-dark exhibit halls 
that trap her form––not horse or goat, threads loose and fraying,  
dulled––her likeness rendered gentle, hooves raised 
humbly to some noble lady whose trove’s signed over 
to my one desire. Somewhere, years shut inside 
its velvet box, there is a face that gleams, a hand reaching to graze 
the snowy flank or forelock, the fine tip of her horn. 
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III. 
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SELF PORTRAIT AS THE ALLEGORY OF PAINTING 
  

– Artemisia Gentileschi 
 
 

To say that painting is a woman, buxom 
and green-clad, neck in shade––that she  
is hunched and square-faced, graced  
with large, muscular hands, thick-wristed–– 
her massive, tilting figure set 
back in a corner, dimly-lit, her narrow brush 
pointed above the picture we can’t see–– 
 
to say her art’s hulking and awkward, flawed 
from stiffened bristles, umber-caked 
palette knives, poor light––that it lacks 
daintiness or fine lines, shapes idealized, 
gossamer-draped or chaise-reclined–– 
that it favors instead the full dark brows 
and unkempt head, grim skies, back rooms, straw beds–– 
 
to say I’ve lied to you, claiming I’ve learned  
distrust of symbols, scales shrunken  
to fit, glares tempered by ornate frames,  
angles widened and rounded out–– 
those foregrounds prop-ridden and fixed  
as parquet floors, as marble steps worn  
smooth by jet-lagged crowds, breath-held 
 
minutes shaken off like snow fallen  
on dry sleeves, champagne held to the lips  
but never drunk. There is a restlessness  
I’ve found, a company that’s stuck  
in cool dark rooms and galleries–– 
in the taffeta-pressed torso  
of her likeness, bent, strong-boned, plain-dressed–– 
 
to say I’ve loved you even in artifice–– 
museums’ preservation glass, the brush 
or months-dry page, the dust-rimmed heft  
of a keepsake box––its cypress distance ticking  
at my view just as you start in me, just as I summon 
snow-deep mornings we strung maple trees with tin pails, 
dipping our fingers in them, tasting the spring. 
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INDIAN SUMMER 
 
 
Shamed out of doors by sudden heat, 
by light setting the afternoons 
aflare, scorching the living room’s 
tall windows to the south, I quit 
 
the house for the woods, for long, measureless 
walks past oak leaves hanging face-level 
on spider threads, past the fall-littered 
pond the heron stalks, restless, 
 
testing this final cusp before she goes. 
But when the sun makes us retire at six, 
the clock half-lit, the walls electric- 
bulbed, I see that something knows 
 
time better: a trail of ladybugs, 
scuttled through mullion cracks 
and dried caulking, seeks its last 
rest of the year across our bay  
 
windows and white walls. And why 
fear grips me now, quickly and sure 
as frost, I cannot say. In this house, our first 
in our first autumn, our novice try 
 
to make a stronghold nothing could take 
has been trounced. So I clear 
them from the room with a few sharp smears 
of the dishcloth. And though I will later ask 
 
a friend if they were real––their shells 
orange and faded, tan, not red 
as they appear in books––I sense 
already what I’ve done. What I feel 
 
is the snow coming, winter flexing 
on the edge of lawn, our threshold breached, 
the rooms all overrun. To keep 
what is still fragile safe, I press 
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           (new stanza) 
 
the harmless beetles with my thumbs. 
And through this spell, the cold still comes: 
suspended, dead-set, as I crushed 
each little warden of our luck. 
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UTERINE VELLUM 
 
 
Never exposed to cold or light, to wind. 
Not to be licked or scraped with a rough 
laboring tongue or herding barb, the skin 
weathers scudding instead, the deft prick of the quill tip. 
 
Suckled by neither air nor mother, on its back 
this calf carries the gestations of strangers: 
unburdenings inked into words, to tattoos  
read by fingertip, born flesh. 
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HOUSE OF THE VESTALS 
   

Pompeii, 1999 
 
  
Our guide is young herself, a woman 
 well-schooled in antiquities, who scours 
 
sarcophagi etched in a language 
 few can read. Clad in sandals 
 
and long skirt, her figure Roman 
 amid the throngs of t-shirt boasting 
 
student crowds like ours, she sidles 
 between the tourists, close to walls 
 
as one who calls this buried city  

home. Assembling us inside 
 
the sun-exposed foundation, toppled 
 by heat and re-discovered, dug 
 
out of its early shroud, she says 
 that if a virgin broke her vows— 
 
betrayed her duties, lured a man–– 

she would be ushered down 
 
the steep and torch-lit steps of a tomb 

readied for her and then sealed 
 

in it alive. Wading through ruins,  
we note infants and mothers locked 

 
in fast basalt cocoons, tailing  

the solemn girl who ferries us  
 
across this bustling mausoleum 

as we try not to decipher  
 
fragments she’s exhumed––in this spot,  

seven—and to ignore the smoke  
 
from the still-burning mountain  

we could climb but don’t, that leans 
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over the words scrawled in our notebooks  

and those missing from the house  
 
where in a sea of ash  

we settle on uncertain graves. 
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SOUTERRAIN 
 
 
Daylight can’t reach down here, and where the air 
turns dank and cold, nearly unbreathable, 
the passage lurches to the flare 
of lanterns hung against low clay walls.  
Someone has fixed them there, 
 
looked in occasionally to check the wick 
and baleen oil––tested the props holding 
the hill’s briar-blackened body back. 
My worry, too, harbors in its own cleft 
of earth and stone. Trapped in this dark, 
  
season-adrift, sleepless and time-starved 
I will listen for the creak  
and count the seconds till the timbers give.  
There is no love can tunnel out this cave-heart 
that no guardian, no fire can make live. 
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OLD FLAME 
 
 
 
Ours was an iced-in cabin or your parents’ house, 

roads we knew well as the cast  
of snow that every winter held the storage sheds  

and gravestones from our view. You taught  
 
me that a place means time: hours and seasons, years 
 spent under blizzard-glare and copper 
autumn––canopies that, like the leaves, shiver  

and shift, letting their absent figures 
 

and the ghosts of bodies, yours and mine, float 
 down and among the small town’s list 
of those born and remembered here. So it is here 
 that I remember you: the pond 
 
prisoned in ice, the backyard where your father planted 
 balsam trees, your hands nimble 
as his lifting dark branches from the heavy drifts 
 that even now bury the imprints 
 
of that first love––fumbling, shy, one winter where 
 the fire crackled and spat with pitch, 
and evergreens pressed at the windows, heedless of cold, 
 rooted in frost, new limbs springing. 
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WATERMARKS 
 
 
Who notices the backlog stacked inside 
the study walls, the volumes left unread 
or unreturned to some bright Sunday long ago, 
old roses floating in a bowl, the buzz 
of lawnmowers and hay dust drifting past 
stone steps and tumbling walls, the four-post bed 
flooded in sun, the narrow, shuttered halls 
adjoining white-draped rooms we never see? 
 
But every now and then, lace curtains blown, 
the rose hips’ rattle on the house conjures 
its ghosts, framed for a second in the window 
pane––a single page held so the light 
forces its memory, unearthed in washed out 
flourishes and lines, letters from you. 
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MAIDEN NAMES 
 
 
What happened to the Katy Clark four years 
ahead of me in school, or the neighbors’ blond-haired  
girl? The grinning, gap-toothed sister who still peers 
 
at me through album dust, the page 
arresting her as she was then, when we 
still shared a room, our petty fears; our age 
 
parceled always unequally: her seven 
to my four, her flight leaving me three 
years more to watch the driveway slope, uneven, 
 
under the locust shade? Lost in the shade 
of deep back roads and parlors where we combed 
each other’s hair, squabbled for our mother’s old jade 
 
ring, too large back then, that slid off of my finger 
to the floor. What happened to the girl 
whose heirlooms we now wear, whose portrait lingers 
 
in a locket, velvet-pouched and stuffed into a drawer  
somewhere a million years ago? Now wife, 
now mother, does she still wonder back––the door 
 
slightly ajar, the June night thick with the hum 
of over-crowded cars and sumac, smoke- 
notes spilling from an open window, crooning Summertime–– 
 
light falling on a modest lawn where someone 
straightens from her chair, scanning the night’s 
folds for the star she knows––a certain woman 
 
now, calling her name out from the dark. 
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BILLIE 
 
 
It was the summer we were married. 
We were poor, and when the pup, new to us, 
scrawny and long-eared, curious, got loose, 
she would careen into the neighbors’ garden. 
 
They were strangers to us, and stranger still 
for their lush lavender beds and just-trimmed hedges–– 
for the tall stone gates and boathouse clouds of midges 
jealously hovered over. Preferring their marble 
 
to our brick, their cove-dark water to the shore 
scattered with sticks and sharp rocks, fishing line–– 
she’d bolt at first glance through the screen 
of birch leaves to their hushed yard. I followed after 
 
in my nightgown, barefoot, growing 
embarrassed. Stumbling, clumsy on this uneven,  
unplumbed ground, I feared they’d see  
her coveting their lot and pity me. 
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AUTUMNAL 
 
 for Peter 
 
By now, the kids have left. By now,  
the summer folks have hauled their moorings 
out, their garish boats. The floor’s 
littered with baby’s toys, the towels 
your youngest sprawled into a heap 
her daughter giggled from, trying 
to be invisible. But yours isn’t a season 
fit for hiding. When the dock’s  
frost-crusted pilings jut, you tether 
them again, retying. The sky’s 
cold, furious blue still keeps 
you tired and restless, and you wake 
near dark each morning to the blitz 
of hungry finches on the lawn, 
the flower beds your mother raked 
with pine needles each fall  
while you worked ahead of her, scanning 
the lake for straggling geese or rocks, for sun-tanned 
boys stalled on the water, calling. 
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IV. 
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ORPHEUS 
 
 
The name belonged to the parakeet my teacher 

kept in the upstairs boudoir 
of her big, empty-eyed house on Mercer Street. 
 A portrait painter, the woman who taught 
me to accent the holes and crevices 
 lived there alone. Her windows faced the offices 
above the middle school. Crossing the bunker 
 dim of curtained rooms to the sink 
we washed our brushes in, I’d see the canvases 
 she hadn’t finished yet––unsettling, the faces 
only part drawn, one eye in eerie focus, 
 no mouth, a palm flesh-like enough to touch 
held by a wrist that crumbled as I watched. 
 And the work was life-sized, the subjects large 
enough to step on their exquisite toes and climb 
 the stairs. Each took her months, and by the time 
she put the final highlights on the ink gloss 
 of the pupils, the lower lip, polished 
the satin hem’s sheen, a crease in the sleeve, the patrons 
 had already grown impatient, their parlors 
itching for the shades of their own likenesses 
 preserved. Some days after our lesson, 
I was allowed to visit where the bird 
 spent most of the daylight with his head 
tucked to his breast, next to a luxurious pink-cushioned 

bed, the left side always unslept in. Roused 
by the brush of feet, the latching lifting, he startled the house 
 with a halting trill––the quiet space racked 
with the missing that no voice could summon back. 
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MOOSE SEASON 
 
 
There is a lottery for permits 
 and for a few October days 
 
the winners stalk the Northern woods 
 for the branch-like racks of bulls 
 
lumbering through frozen swamps  
 and groves stripped thin by acid rain. 
 
On a walk, I wear an orange vest 
 and hat, unsure whether a rifle 
 
scope might take brown polar fleece 
 or the tri-colored dog for game. 
 
Slumping against two birch trunks on the verge 

of the trail, draped in mock-bark, more tree 
  

than man, the hunter I stumble on  
won’t speak, but shakes his rifle 

 
in annoyance or salute, I cannot tell. 
 Drawing close enough to see  
 
his face––a painted mask  

of mottled gold and gray, aping  
 
the pattern of light shed from leaves  

onto the forest floor––his eyes  
 
pass through me to the brush beyond. 

I remember stories from the boys  
 
I grew up with, how they regaled  

our homerooms with the virtue  
 
of the meat––tender, lean, they gloated 

when an uncle’s name was drawn. 
 
And the quarry meant survival then–– 
 an eldest’s rite of passage, a momentary craving 
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fixed, one less wild thing left out to starve–– 

our cold rooms brimming at once with stew and shank bone. 
 

It was a place of forecast flood and famine, 
 the quick drawn light and winter tree–– 
 
though I have heard wardens now find 

moose rotting in summer woods, their bodies  
 
rife with ticks and bloated, eyes swallowing 

inconstant chunks of sky in a season 
 

edging this, when I saw coyotes fatten 
on the green haunch of the far pasture 
 

and would ignore the choke-grown  
foliage muffling the hunger of the streambeds, 

 
empty now, baying all winter for the dead. 
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BLACK TRUMPETS  
 
 
They grow in August near the roots of trees, 
slow and unseen, covered by dung or dead leaves, 
their flared caps not black, rather the shade of ash 
found days old in the grate. Unearthed at last, 
withered and sick-looking in the basket crooked 
under my arm, their bodies cringe from light  
as the foot of a mollusk shrinks from an eager tongue. 
 
I’d waited months to question you, so when 
the secret hummed just out of view, its line 
distended, menacing, I wrenched it out 
by the stem. And when the dirt clods fell, doubt 
found us alone in the wood. I wanted truth, 
I said, and the gluttonous, swift hunter drew 
her instruments up from the dim and blew it open. 
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MINK FARM 
 
 
The coldest winter sets its teeth in us: 
loading the fields with snow, 
letting the pelts grow thick and lush 
below ridges of tamarack and yew. 
 
Harvest is later here, after 
the plows are stored in lofts, the apples 
pressed and sealed into jars, the heifers 
munching on dry hay in small, kept stalls. 
 
Beyond the rows of low-roofed cages, 
past the lake and yew-tree line, December 
settles in the mallards’ nests, in the gorges 
that no burrow can be dug under. 
 
Tumbling against a blind of white, 
lithe-bodied, black, mahogany–– 
kits ripple with an underwater 
calm, a diver’s certainty. 
 
The furs will mass in lavish piles 
and soon be trucked away from us–– 
into another cold, some pale, 
odorless rich cell of touch. 
 
The year doles out its meager shares 
and I must learn to bear 
the quiet interval of shoreline–– 
this anesthetic, vast frontier. 
 
My role’s only a minor one. 
The work is tiresome and I don’t  
much care for it. But when the billing’s done, 
the log, the orders up to date 
 
for feed and long shears, heating oil–– 
I trudge the one mile to my house 
that I keep bright and solitary, 
where the cellar bristles with the hiss 
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of the wood furnace, my throat hoarse 
when I wake in the night. I keep 
dreaming the same dream and seldom can sleep. 
Each year at whelping time, the sows 
 
grow tense, prone to hysteria, 
their wilderness a maze 
of unmapped passageways   
waiting beneath them, leading from here 
 
to find the quickest route out  
of this numb––a sluiceway,  
vaulted, waterless, that twists to surface  
in an unfamiliar home. 
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PRODIGAL 
  
  
Even your distance had been far from us–– 

Eugene then Uruguay, your girlfriend’s house, a van  
or camping plot, three-month’s rehab in Vermont. 

  
And I, in turn, grew used to distancing, sensing 

your bloodshot eyes across 
our high school parking lot, turning away. 

  
Resenting all you took––the gold-plated pendant 

star that outlived Dachau, the totaled car 
and crashed-in tree, hours on the telephone we lost 

  
to you: marooned Thanksgiving in New York, in need 

of money, cigarettes, Bupropion, rides to your restaurant job, the clinic,  
school, home from L.A.––needing  

 
new clothes, replacement strings for those you broke  

on your guitar. I avoided you, even before  
you left, begrudging always your sad ballads  

 
and sleep-squandered hours––I thought your gloom  

a sure-fire death. And here and there a song request, a letter, 
shirts for your birthday and a story about the snow  

 
for your small daughter whom I barely know,  

but whom I’m certain our father suffers for, grieving 
each morning for her foreignness––an ache that he can’t touch. 

 
Though you would bleed him dry. Though you’d return 

some far-off April to the home he could not fortify, where  
he would laugh and hand to you each ragged peony and stone–– 

 
the house floors gauged with burn marks, palimpsests of scuffs–– 

that he'd give to you, brother, if he could all that I hoard  
in greed, in fear––this house still begging your forgiveness. 
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FERAL CHILD 

 
A little girl, pale, with dark eyes, lifted a dirty blanket above the broken glass and peered 
out, one neighbor remembered […] Her cheeks seemed sunken; her eyes were lost […] The 
authorities had discovered the rarest and most pitiable of creatures: a feral child. The term 
is not a diagnosis. It comes from historic accounts—some fictional, some true—of children 
raised by animals and therefore not exposed to human nurturing. Wolf boys and bird girls, 
Tarzan, Mowgli from The Jungle Book. 

– Lane DeGregory, “The Girl in the Window,” Tampa Bay Times 

 
Forgotten utterly and cast 
out from the human fields 
of post-school practices and playgroups, 
plastic-wrapped snacks packed to outlast 
the drawn-out school girl’s day, 
this chanced-on creature flinches, shields 
 
her black, retreating eyes with the palm 
of her hand. Her nails are long,  
claw-like and caked with months of grime, 
but her skin is white. Stoical, calm 
as the orphan in the silent film who mimes 
the common history of wrong 
 
miring her, when she drops her hand 
her face has the cold, smoldering light 
of distant stars. Fallen into a world 
of tropic snow, each ground patch manned 
with pitying looks, store fronts––she’s pulled 
into herself like one whose fight 
 
has gone. In the children’s tale, 
the star god throws her daughter from the sky 
for being mulish and ungrateful, 
and dooms her to wander here––a pale 
un-worded stranger. The gate 
to home slowly dissolves. Her eye 
 
will only settle where bare space 
has been, and though the people try 
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to ease her there’s no serum 
for her plight. She’s scared in this place, 
missing a wildness she is far from. 
Her skin burns and she cannot cry. 
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SWAN CHILDREN 
 
 
The yard is quiet in the day, and when the vespers toll 
us to return indoors, my husband loiters 
 
by the lakeshore as a ghost will, searching for them. I did not mean 
that they would leave us long. But when the rain 
 
pelted the flagstone, the youngest petulant and clawed in fever, 
screaming her mother’s name, (just two month’s buried) the other 
 
clutching my skirts, white-knuckled, his pockmarks ready to bloom 
or just scabbed-over, fearing the pasture fox, the storm, 
 
ravens that picked the heads of rotting, frostbitten cabbage––whose caw, 
he said, threatened to take him. Bitter, slow 
 
as the first light, as the fox slipping the light latch of the coop, I stole 
them out of sleep. Specter-like and inconsolable, 
 
they still haunt our water, my husband thinking their pair lovelier 
than any he has seen––and though they move 
 
as solemnly as ships, their arching necks erect, I see 
them dimming with each shortened day.  It’s me 
 
they couldn’t anchor in, their small hands grabbing in despair 
like those who cannot float and drown. I steered 
 
their need out of our house, and saw their night-gowned bodies drop 
from the step, the green slope, the dock. They trusted, reckoned 
 
my cold a mother they could tame the way chicks set to the air 
with wet feathers, their wings part-formed. Dark hair 
 
clumped slowly into tufts of down––a nightmare swim 
turned to a waterlogged eternity. It’s their sea-home 
 
that expects them now, and soon, on a cold morning, I will go out, 
the season colorless, the grass blighted and hard, and know 
 
at last the loneliness that holds them to this place, the song 
emptied of grace, that cannot make a sound. 
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AMBIENT 
 
 
In the movie about the un-gettable girl, we are set 

at the seaside, and for two hours, the background  
 
is the shrill fade of kelp gulls crying. Our dog  

cannot filter it out, and whimpers, cocking  
 
her head, her ears erect, eyes fixed to the bright screen.  

But in the movie, when the suitor drowns,  
 
nobody heeds him. Maybe it is the birds’ pealing–– 

the chorus grief we can no longer hear. 
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THE EDGE OF THE WORLD 
 
 

Throughout the Middle Ages from Gildas to Gerald, the occupants of Britain believed 
the British Isles to be located at the edge of civilization, a last, lonely outpost before 
the ‘uncrossable’ sea. 
                – Asa Simon Mittman, Maps and Monsters in Medieval England  

 
 
Here, there are no sirens, and the singing 
 grass breaks off 
in winds that never stop. My head is ringing 
 from the bluff’s 
 
sharp drop, and I can see you shrinking back, 
 already small 
behind the granite rocks, the seaweed’s black 
 and brittle wall 
 
parched to the sand. It’s either stay or swim 
 the endless deep, 
and you’ve gone after herons’ nests in limbs 
 too high to leap 
 
into. I’d fall behind you in a second  

if I could, 
but all around me there’s just salt that beckons, 
 water, wood. 
 
Instruct a body how to pike and dive 
 from cliff to sea, 
and there, murk-netted in undertow, I’ll give 
 both you and me 
 
up to the elements. The herons’ trees 
 circled by hawks, 
dusk skulking close, I trace the goose flesh on your knees 
 down to your socks, 
 
damp as the sand, cold as the red moon 
 swelling above 
this sky of water, wrecked with ships strewn 
 storm and timber from their loves. 
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URANIA PRACTICA 
 
 
I. Ephemeris 
 
The authors drew celestial forms with human 
faces, crudely etched, and made a formula 
to plot the true position of the sun. 
Earthbound and dwarfed by mountains, storms–– 
imagine knowing only the sudden warmth 
upon your skin, the god-like silence 
as it shone, bright from the cloudbank, once. 
 
Charting the birth of every moon and each eclipse 
proved that light waited still, behind 
the curtain’s slip that, dark and wordless, 
dimmed the day to night, hushing the wind’s 
crack in the trees, the restless mind. 
Marking moonrise and set, we were appeased 
to know her silver ghost still glowed at least, 
 
beyond our sight. We constellated stars 
and gave them heroes’ names, considered 
time as cold and sidereal and far–– 
our spyglass magnified to spot what hid 
anonymous before, left off the grid. 
A homesick ship could bind itself to one 
fixed point, already mapped––a drifter’s sun. 
 
 
II. Meridian 
 
A diagram could show it best: you arc 
the tennis ball and follow with your eyes. 
Revolving is your throw, our dog, the park, 
a child’s laughter as her father tries 
to balance on a barrel, teeters, and lies 
defeated in the grass. Wheeling around 
our heads: the dragonflies, light darting sound. 
 
This fall begins our apogee, and farther 
from the root we bloom and scatter, toss 
all questions to the rain-slicked road, and answer 
only when we can. Crowning our loss, 
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the nimbus spins unseen and slow across 
an empty sky. You say you hate to be apart. 
I mark the calendar, wait for our lives to start. 
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AUBADE 
 
 
It’s always three a.m. and still dark  
when you nudge me, fretting and sleepless, wanting 
to talk.  And I am riveted and locked 
nightmares away from you: all swamp 
and Spanish moss, great gnarled trunks 
straddling the path I never get across 
 
in time. But in this post-witching-hour space,  
time hesitates: one breath crushes me in 
then yanks me back––your mouth pressed 
to my ear––your voice crooning Van Morisson  
off tune. And while I’m fumbling in dreams,  
struggling half-comatose towards you, 
 
through dark pine woods to darker room,  
you drag me out. Watching me strangling 
in fat roots, gulch-trapped, left to the house’s damp, the night–– 
the window’s face is pitch and motherless. 
But when I finally wake, the day 
is dry and bright. You’ve gone, and there is nothing  
 
but an old train car’s rattle shuttering the light. 
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HARPY 
 
 
Was she a sudden gust, some raw, squall-blasted 
body from the north, claws set, the young man’s teeth  
grinding in sleep. And he is dumb to the dark wings beating 
the glass, feathers the weight of flour sacks, 
alizarin-tinged down sprung from her breast 
where she is bird, bird, black talons scratching 
the cracked pane, her prospect hideous. Though in a patch 
of blue, unsettled light, sunk in his makeshift nest 
 
of tousled bed clothes, sheet-creased skin, he dreams  
he’s reaching for her face. And when the sun, flooding 
the small room, uncovers him in bed, he tracks a streak of blood 
across his chest, and when he twists, the torn flesh screams. 
He could not say if it was dawn, or just the threshing of desire 
that drove him, slumber-fledged, tripping to find her. 
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DORMITORY 
 
 for my grandfather 
 
 
Sixty years afterwards, you tell me how you lived  

in the same chamber as Thoreau,  
your head bent over physics books, your slow, 

 Midwestern tongue naming 
 
each property of movement, of falling. Asleep 
 now with the Times open across  
your lap, the story half-read, half-buried with the lost 
 concert hall chatter, bass thrum, 
 
steady hands––memory riddles back: old glass 

shifting the clock’s face, each elegy 
a march your father conducted with his wand. Only 
 there is no cornet now, no soloist 
 
floodlit upon the stage. The race is done. Outside,  
 lawnmowers rip and stutter, zoom 
over the tender grass, and when you wake, the room 
 has dematerialized: your strain 
 
drowned out by the ghost-echo of the metronome  

you gave me when I used to play, its hammer 
warning from the draped and mote-filled parlor 

 if a man does not keep pace––. Drummer, 
 
time, where have you ushered us, what is this quiet place? 
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CHAPERONE 
 
 
You never thought you’d be back here again: 
 the pink, powder-primp throb   
of giggly blonds and bass, of seventeen, 
 all strut and swagger in this strobe- 
 
lit throng you barely peer into to check. 
 It’s curious to watch 
now from the side: you’re wearing modest black, 
 lurch clumsily to catch 
 
a football player’s arm, as he’s bound for the door 
 out to the parking lot 
where late night’s bottled and sloshing on the floor 
 of someone’s pick-up. 
 
Pulse race and stop, your stomach tight under 
 your date’s damp touch, 
remember curfews ducked, broken on thunder- 

stricken roads that couched 
 
your alibi: power lines down, his tire  

flat, you lied while picturing 
Tim Pritchard’s back yard, your bustle snagging briars 
 in one rushed kiss. The click 
 
of inexperienced heels pacing the hall 
 returns you here: no flowers 
now, your corsage pinned and crumbling to a wall, 
 you watch them chase the hours 
 
on steel-rimmed trucks, your fingers crossed 
 they make it home in time 
to stop the hallway clock––grinding what’s lost 
 with each relentless chime. 
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DINKY TOYS 
 
 
After long years of hoarding dust 
in metal boxes, put up and locked 
 
beneath pink insulation smog, 
hot-boxed in our old loft’s garage, 
 
a father’s stash lost or forgotten–– 
my mother and I dig them out,  
 
clean them to glisten in the casement  
where we’re lining them in ranks: 
 
gunner-clipped tanks and armored cars, 
green jeeps faded in sun, field guns 
 
stiff from disuse, two hay trucks––powder blue–– 
a double-decker bus. It’s time 
 
to sell them now, or so Web records 
tell, the bids on eBay pressing 
 
go go go, but still no foot  
stomps the accelerator down. 
 
Only the groaning chassis rust 
and creaking wheels, some caking off  
 
in chunks, ache for the greedy palms  
of boys who steered them once, across 
 
the mammoth, stocking-legged terrain 
of beige-carpeted floors, boys  
 
who would never dream that far- 
approaching day when they would trade 
 
their grease-rimmed nails for collared shirts, 
or fifty-five and graying turn 
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their treasured cars over to girls 
who’ll barter them for petty cash, 
 
keeping one token Esso van alone, 
stock-still and gleaming on the shelf. 
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YULE 
 
 
The Holly King has won for now.  
The year is old, and when it breaks 
like icicles onto the walk 
we will not try to pry the boughs 
 
up where their arches freeze into the ground.  
Sunlight is meted out through paper 
windows opening to laughter 
rendered pocket-scale, to the sound 
 
of dry leaves rasping on the glass, 
the kettle hissing to a morning 
built of frost, this season born 
to grieve: what’s past is past. 
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STILL LIFE 
 

Having mastered the depiction of real objects, postures, or aspects of the natural 
world, the artist progressed to the realm of imagination and invention. 
 

                  – Claudia Swan, Art, Science and Witchcraft in Early Modern Holland 
 
I. Ad Vivum 
 
It’s difficult to give back life 
to what’s been cut off from the living:  
spirea leaves curling in heat, 
the red clipped grapes spilling 
out of their silver bowl, a bright 
tail feather that’s been shed from flight, 
cast from the air to the slope of a roof. 
 
I search these remnants for proof 
they once belonged to other bodies, 
noting the bristles on each stem, 
the fine, vineyard-lane film dulling 
the fruit, the rounded point where the quill 
buried itself in the flesh of the bird. 
Of course, the set-up is unnatural. 
 
A dusk-hour bloom will settle on it all,  
and what the viewer’s meant to take  
away is not the demarcation 
between what lives and what does not, 
rather how well the painter tricks 
her into thinking that this version 
fits the world and gives it back. 
 
 
 
II. Uyt Den Gheest 
 
Paint what you see. The bridal veil 
cascades its whiteness on the lawn 
beside the house where I grew up, 
where gravel crunched at each approach, 
and snowdrifts waited till late March 
when at last the mountain winds would stop. 
But now, in front of me, the petals 
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sharpen and announce their separate 
botanic forms: square-edged, definite. 
Lovely alone, lovely to show 
in each exacting stroke, to know 
I’ve rendered cleanly what the heart 
always refashions out of scale. 
But still I have to choose which truth  
to tell, and so decide to call  
the flower spirea, that I’ll be faithful 
to the image shaping on the page 
where the vineyard has outgrown the old stone 
wall and the swallows dip and plane in the sun. 
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 DIAPAUSE 
  

for J.S. 
 
 

Where you are, there are no butterflies––  
 the ocean warm, the black-tail’s skirl 
 
always three miles above your heart. You say the sun 
 slowly forgets you now, ebbing 
 
each morning with the tide––that it’s grown cold 
 and red––a dull burn at your back 
 
as you count syllables and Medrol, hours 

you bite your lip and wince and wait. 
 
At twenty-six, you say it is as if you have been waiting 
  for death, the mourners holding  
 
at the water’s edge, the gulls that won’t stop  

shrieking. Some days the scar 
 
along your spine threatens to rip–– 
 its white and crooked line the work 
 
of miracles––surely a miracle the way 

the hawk moth rustles from a sleep,  
 
a sudden winter, bitter, unforeseen, 
 and flutters hungrily over 
 
the knotted snowdrops and the mud-wrecked plots, 
 trailing the evanescent light. 
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VI. 
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MUSHROOM HUNTER 
 
 
When a girl takes to the woods, she does not check 

for rain. She does not bring 
a map or field guide, nor does she truss her pack 

with skin-sheathed knives. Her tongue 
 
searches the ridges of her teeth and wants 

for something unfamiliar, a taste 
that’s more of undergrowth than field, plants 

dense of flesh, dew-wet,  
 
easily lost in ferns and moss. She has 

no truffler’s snout to nudge  
at the roots of ash or apple, to whisker fungus 

from its toad-masked plot. 
 
She only knows to look when leaves are larger 

than the ears of mice.  
When a storm is just passed or a brush fire over–– 

the air thickened and doused 
 
with smoke––she prods the trunks of long-deserted 

orchards, digging the rare, 
spore-wrinkled caps she yanks from sleep. Alert, 
 she sets the edibles apart 
 
from each death cap and sulfur tuft, the fairy cakes 
 and pink gills that keep the sickbeds full 
of belly-clutching kids and tourists, soaked 
 to the bone from rain. It is the fall 
  
she’s hankered for, and though she craves mouthfuls 
 of morel cooked in butter, salt–– 
she doesn’t eat. Seeking the wood’s outermost 
 reach, she tracks the molt 
 
of hares and red tails, pinching each flight feather 
 with care, glutting herself on all 
their bodies slough off as they ready for 

the cellar spell nothing can fill. 
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THE ILLUSTRATED ORGANISM 
 
  for W.H. 
 
 
I.  
 
Two disciplines today will span the room 
of hipsters, science geeks and goths in coats 
and hats, hunching above their fishy specimens 
to draw. Already they’ve dissected the lean 
and part-cured bodies for their key: air bladder, gill 
or adipose––but mind the heart, whose bloom 
of blackish pigment bleeds and floats 
beneath the pupil’s crude, incessant lens. 
Posing as whole, the loosened skin’s green 
envelope balloons, waiting its fill. 
 
II. 
 
To draw the dead, the masters said to use 
the palette of the living, only to choose 
a paler shade to wash the brow. It’s colder 
now inside this attic room; the model folds 
her long white fingers on her chest  
to slow her breath––that frail, tenuous guest. 
It’s harder than he thought––to make her torso 
slump into the chaise, wrist graze the floor. 
Sifting dust, light pools scarcely beyond 
the subject’s toes. The artist lifts his wand. 
 
III. 
 
The finished sketches line his office walls: 
day lily, monarch, dove. Guilty as Audubon, 
Professor studies these flat artifacts  
for flaws, but finds none. Cataloguers claim 
them all, and having archived every last 
passed over limb and part, remember tracks 
crisscrossing in the snow, no two the same. 
The rush of history blows coldly past. 
As soon as we translate what it recalls, 
the day is still, the breath of every body gone. 
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PURPLE FINCHES  
 
 
When the kids flooded our school each fall, lugging  
their trunks crammed full of necessaries––UGG boots  
and Nas CDs, pralines their mothers baked  
the days before they’d pass into our charge 
their teenage girls, their sons––the maples blazed  
 
in the September sky, winter’s thin fingers tugging  
our scarves and hems, the sun’s paling salute  
each evening earlier and more cold. The year ahead  
loomed large as Bear Hill leaning towards the clouds  
that forecasted flu and late night calls, your favorites  
 
busted for cigarettes or booze or sex, sent  
home––our fence invisible in white drifts,  
the classroom’s jittery pull of stretched hands  
eager to name the treachery, the duke,  
Miranda’s small, chaste isolation. 

 
And through the months, students had brought me things:  
a Dalian map still on my desk, a pilsner glass,  
a coral necklace (bought in Mexico  
one spring break), porcelain bird whistles  
from Shanghai, a blue Murano paperweight. 

 
May sprouted daffodils, the soccer fields  
squelching and lush and checked with puddles  
when we donned our robes, watching the seniors  
fling their hats before their families drove  
them home. Scattered with Solo cups and lost tassels,  
 
the school lawns hushed. We left the scraps out  
for raccoons, skunks, the birds whose cast-off nests  
I would discover every fall: woven with kite string  
and our Shetland’s mane, the soft hairs  
of our last white dog, the trapped damp of the rain. 
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APOLOGY 
 
 
After this long, and after everything, 
the ladybugs have reappeared: their shells 
in clusters on the sills and up-facing wells 
of lamps, the arm of the chair. Remembering, 
 
I see you ducked in the low ceiling of your room, 
one tired hand propped on your cheek, one cross-checking 
cadences for rifts––new snow flecking 
the pavement just outside the door where gloom 
 
skulked on the curb, hunched in an overcoat,  
always awaiting us. And now, in my first year 
of marriage, I watch the winter’s outcast near 
unlikely reclamation in the crude throat 
 
of this residence, where pardon crawls 
like light across my arm, then settles back into the walls. 
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HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL 
 
 
Nearing the Tappan Zee, it’s close to dusk, though I can see 
the outcrops’ pale colossus loom above the water, larger 
than I could have dreamt––the bluffs, the river, here so wide 
it takes me minutes, vision-struck, to cross. I’d found their scenes 
 
hard to believe, thinking them glorified––the hills too grand, the distance 
hung above the small, dark shapes of men, of deer, its luminescent weight 
that of the moon swelling to fill an upstairs window. I thought 
the palette was too pure: all white gold rock and olive green, no bristly plants 
 
or undergrowth, no mud, the sky always cerulean. So I shied 
from their landscapes early on, scouring instead the clefts of portrait 
flesh, the drift of lilies half-formed on a pond, only to find, 
on my way back to some cold city, what I’d always missed–– 
 
the steel bridge launching an arc from ledge to cliff, the sun’s glare 
in my eyes almost enough to mask what’s really there. 
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PEGASUS 
 
 
Rushing from sun  

into the cool beckoning must  
of the town library, we rummaged  

 
through the stacks to find the title. Hidden  

as we had left it last, half-blocked  
by Galileo’s Systems,  

 
piled nautical charts, Copernicus–– 

the small black hardcover. Closed in  
by walls of shiftable volumes  

 
we would never read, I pressed  

my finger to the printed line–– 
the steady characters that told  

 
the story of an ordinary boy  

hauled skyward by the myth  
of pinion-lift and muscle, farther 
  

from us with each page-bound word. 
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THE PAINTER AND THE COLORBLIND 
 
 
To see you more, I break your bleached-white locks 
into five shades of fair. The surf crashes 
on sun-baked rocks, and from the camper’s fires, ash 
floats and settles on the docks 
 
like early snow. I point at clouds that blush 
and trap the sun, begging your view, 
Isn’t it nice? You nod, and in the sky, two 
gulls steady themselves against the current’s rush. 
 
The composition’s this: me, you, the drift 
of crisp air into cold. Fall light. Moonlight. 
The blaze of snow I never can get right 
except to watch its steady falling shift 
 
our bright room into dusk. You ask what color 
the sea is––your eyes, brackish green, not possible 
to name––so I try emerald, less and less able 
to explain, to part the deeper swell from foam or 
 
metal gray, slate blue. Winter arrives, sweeps 
piles of russet beech leaves to our door. 
I help you choose a tie, and more and more 
each strange encounter settles us, keeps 
 
innocent the way we both pretend 
to see the same world caught in a spark 
of firelight; the fast and splintering dark 
whose shades we only separately attend. 
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MAPPA MUNDI 
 
 
The road to you is long. It is awash 

in torn-up roots and breaker spray, 
and I can’t see the meeting of my feet  

on rock, or where the hard-packed clay 
 
dissolves every receding step. I take  
 no compass and no globe, no chart, 
years-worn and creased to softness in the cold 
 breast pocket of a traveler’s heart–– 
 
rather I trudge inside these distant rooms 
 where hyacinths flicker in rain 
and mullions quarter the neighbor’s farm, the view 
 beyond the rippling pane 
 
warped green. This is the truth we bargained 
 for: the isthmus path, the crags 
and thistle patches drifters now must cross 
 alone. Out there, my courage lags 
 
and the light’s gone out of the waves. Interiors  

are what I cleave to when the far shore 
crackles, when the ice under my skate blades  

snaps, our childhood pond now four 
 
years turned to field. No oar can scull the bottom 
 muck, and the toads and catfish have all dowsed 
for other marshes. Where the lane veers 
 to the oaks, where the hush has too long housed 
 
the rolled up scrolls passed to disuse, the sea chest 
 closed––the wand of the illuminator 
waits. Calligrapher whose golden nib 
 is gone, draw in the shifting air 
  
your finite characters. There is no whale-road 
 but the wake of ships––a floating place 
I’ve come too late to, traveler, finding you lost, 
 the way impossible to trace. 
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PHILOMELA 
 
 
At first there was no sound, only the needle’s dart 
and prick, a minnow in and out 
of pondweed holes, finally surfacing in light. 
 
But here, always the one small shuttered window caves 
to what’s outside––the orange grove, 
sun cutting the mourning dove’s 
 
low coo, the evening grinding at last to lull 
the throbbing head and wrists, spools 
everywhere unraveling her half-stitched tale. 
 
And still the stone tower crumbles. And still night lifts 
her swollen fingers to the cleft 
of nothingness waiting outside these walls. Only the soft- 
 
fledged trilling sticks, is stifled inside her like a moan. 
Her throat’s song finally spun–– 
and in the leaves, the wrens 
 
were cheeping twilight, twilight, and were gone. 
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Notes 

 
On the title: 

The collection’s title comes from the book Urania Practica, or Practical Astronomie, by Vincent 

Wing and William Leybourn. It was originally published in 1652 in London. The poem titled 

“Urania Practica” also derives its name from and addresses some of the content of this early 

text. 

“Folk Tale”: 

The story referred to here is a particular version of an Armenian folk tale, One Fine Day, written 

and illustrated by Nonny Hogrogian (Aladdin, 1974). 

“Study”: 

The epigraph comes from Daniel V. Thompson’s 1960 translation (Dover Publications) of 

Cennino d’Andrea Cennini’s text from the 1400’s, Il Libro dell’Arte or The Craftsman’s 

Handbook. This particular statement comes from section three of the book, in which 

Cennini describes the proportions of the male body for the purposes of drawing. 

“Girl Worker at the Ponemah Mills, Taftsville, CT”: 

The like-titled photograph by Jack Delano was taken during his time as a photographer for the 

Farm Security Administration. 

“Unicorn”: 

The phrase to my one desire is a slight alteration of the real translation of the text on the 

medieval tapestry, “La Dame à la Licorne,” which reads, “To my only desire.” 

“Self Portrait as the Allegory of Painting”: 

The title is the English version of Gentileschi’s original work, painted in 1638-1639. 

“Feral Child”: 
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The epigraph comes from an article published in July of 2008 in the newspaper’s web version. 

Some of the physical description of the child is adapted from the details presented here. 

“The Edge of the World”: 

The epigraph can be found on p. 23 of Mittman’s book (Routledge, 2006). 

“Dormitory”: 

If a man does not keep pace is a truncated phrase from the conclusion of Walden. The full 

sentence reads: “If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he 

hears a different drummer.” 

“Still Life”: 

The phrases “ad vivum” and “uyt den gheest” (10, 12) are described in the introduction of 

Claudia Swan’s book (Cambridge University Press, 2005). The epigraph is from p. 12. 

“The Illustrated Organism”: 

“The Illustrated Organism” is the name of a multidisciplinary course co-taught by the Visual 

Arts and Biology departments at Union College (Schenectady, New York). The method of 

how to “draw the dead” in section two is based on Cennini’s instruction in section six of 

Thompson’s translation of Il Libro dell’Arte. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 




